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Editorial

Résumé:

Matthias Müller-Wieferig

For the cultural development of Savamala:
The Urban Incubator goes on
Matthias Müller-Wieferig

Belgrade, December 2013
The Urban Incubator: Belgrade conference
“Conclusion of Programme Year 2013” (15.17.11.2013) presented a panorama of project
activities, approaches, and results. This résumé
summarizes the events of the weekend and
also the findings and perspectives of intensive
internal as well as external evaluation and
debate.

Thus, keeping to the goals and framework of
the Urban Incubator: Belgrade, present and
new initiatives will find appropriate ways how
to secure the future development of Savamala
as a creative quarter and how to establish sustainable partnerships and financial perspectives.
The Spanish House will be kept. Although the
two pavilion boxes in the Spanish House will
be dismantled to make room for more lightweight and flexible shelter, this landmark in
Savamala will, for another year or two, serve as
the center of the five physical Urban Incubator:
Belgrade “hubs” of future activities.

The Goethe-Institut Belgrad publication in November, “Urban Incubator: Belgrade - Report of
Programme Year 2013”, prepared for the conference. This second volume, “Urban Incubator:
Belgrade – Résumé: Findings and Perspectives”
summarizes the conference findings and conclusions.

Looking back at the “Urban Incubator: Belgrade - a city quarter re-invents itself” experience, the programme year 2013 unveils a
panorama of activities, events, and results. “The
right time and place”, again, to shed some light
on the story behind the Urban Incubator – and
some of the perspectives, future initiatives and
the ongoing transformation of Savamala and,
therefore, of the Urban Incubator.

After more than two years of setting the stage,
and after one year of cultural activities initiated
by the Urban Incubator: Belgrade project, in
November 2013 there was the time to draw a
resumée.
At the beginning of the Goethe-Institut engagement in Savamala, in 2010, Savamala was
an almost deserted urban district. Today, residents and others alike see great perspectives
and potentials for future development.

On this very firm ground, the Goethe-Institut
Belgrad, as a partner of the Urban Incubator:
Belgrade, will assist future non-governmental
initiatives and activities in Savamala.

The contributions of the project participants,
partners, and stakeholders alike point out
the direction in which the Urban Incubator:
Belgrade will be transformed, in line with the
ongoing transformation of Savamala.

Alongside established cultural initiatives in
Savamala, the Urban Incubator: Belgrade will,
thus, keep on playing an important role in the
urban transformation of Savamala.

The timeline and milestones, for the first time
recollected in this résumé, indicate how, step
by step, the “Urban Incubator: Belgrade” took
shape. From the beginning in 2010, from the
initial project idea called “Eurocode 8”, a clear
message was developed until “setting the
stage” in 2012 and starting into the actual programme year 2013.

Within the newly created local, national, and
international networks and communication,
the Goethe-Institut will assist the Urban Incubator to sustainably localize in Savamala, and,
possibly, by learning from the Urban Incubator
experience 2013, “multiply” the Urban Incubator concept and project ideas, in different
shapes and local contexts, in the region and
beyond.

Following up on the 2013 experience, which
“peaked” over the conference weekend, the
Urban Incubator: Belgrade as an already established trademark will continue under a new
form of curatorship.
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for Savamala.
Visiting the spaces and talking to the participants– architects, artists, urbanists, activists
and students of Belgrade faculties - as well
as the audience or the Friends of Savamala
association - they took a walk through small
Savamala and the new cultural life the Urban
Incubator created.

One of the most visible results of the Urban
Incubator: Belgrade initiative in 2013 was the
physical network, conceptually and practically
interconnected, of five Savamala spaces, reclaimed for cultural activities and initiatives –
the Spanish House at its center, and four more
small office and gallery spaces spread over the
area.
Magacin-Gallery and KC Grad, being the cultural pioneers in Savamala, MIKSER, who moved
to Savamala in spring 2012 (and opened MIKSER HOUSE March 2013), HUB Gallery (2012),
and Nova Iskra (2012) had already prepared
the grounds when the URBAN INCUBATOR
programme year actually started.
“Before, there were only dots of cultural activities on the Savamala map. Now, the Urban
Incubator as an international initiative has connected them to a whole”, MIKSER co-founder
Maya Lalic positively evaluated the Urban
Incubator project year 2013.
“Most impressive” - this was the response from
more than 80 local and international guests –
from Berlin, Munich, Vienna, Amsterdam, Athens, Thessaloniki or Skopje – seeing the Urban
Incubator: Belgrad at the end of only one year
commitment to new perspectives and hopes

November 16th, 2013: Sound Walk Savamala - “Talerschwingen” in the Spanish House (GingerEnsemble)

Foto: Miloš Mitrović @Goethe-Institut

November 16th, 2013: International and local conference participants

Foto: Miloš Mitrović @ Goethe-Institut

However, a three hours walking tour through
a couple of Savamala streets was rather a short
time to grasp all the presentations, exhibitions,
sound-art examples which mark the whole
variety of rather low-scale artistic, architectural
or cultural interventions. The overall picture of
how they are contributing to the new energy
and vibrancy to be felt in Savamala today is
unveiled sometimes only on-site.
When the Sound Walk Savamala started inside
the Spanish House, Swiss musicians of the project “Listen to Savamala/Služaj Savamala” first
created their own new sound, and then led the
way, silently, to discover “the drums and bass
sounds, the hyatt cymbals of the quarter´s own
sounds – birds crying, footsteps echoing, the
near or distant traffic humming or beating.

8
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Along their way, they passed “Župa”, which
over the last weeks has seen a re-activation
and even a celebration of its 100th anniversary
– a new sound, a huge steel instrument, in the
moment of artistic action and perception, but
basically the re-invention of a shipwreck which
has already twice hit the river bottom as a public space at the river bank next to the heritage
protected Spanish House and the pioneer of
cultural activities in Savamala, the Cultural

Centre Grad (KC Grad). Used by a community
of fishermen, artists, students, and lovers
of Savamala connected to her, “Župa”, from
now, will be made accessible and preserved
as a new public space for citizens to talk, to
communicate, to identify with as their own.
“Only by communal activities”, the Hamburg
team reported, “can a public space which in
socialist times belonged to everyone and
today, actually, to no-one, be re-activated.”

November 16th, 2013: Hamburg University of Fine Art project “Design for the living world” – KM8

Foto: Miloš Mitrović @Goethe-Institut

Kraljevića Marka 8 (KM8) turned out to be the
center for many activities and new networks
among projects and residents. The walk had to
cover launches and exhibition openings which
peaked here over the weekend.

November 16th, 2013: “Župa” re-activated 						

Foto: Miloš Mitrović @Goethe-Institut

Camenzind goes Savamala #3: Launch November 16th, 2013, KM 8		
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As the third “Camenzind goes Savamala”
architectural magazine on Savamala was
launched, the editorial office of “Camenzind
goes Belgrade” in KM 8 opened their doors to
the public, The office space was rearranged to
resemble a library reading room. The visitors
were invited to take a seat, take a rest, and read
about issues ranging from creating the public
space to the difficulties of obtaining a building
permit in Belgrade.
Third Belgrade´s MediaLab/”We also love the
Art of Others”, based in KM 8, commissioned
and curated numerous arts projects, culminating in three exhibition openings in one day. All
of them dig deeply into the cultural memory,
the notion and individual perception of public
space, and even the local “pride of the place”
which is Savamala.

Marking an important shift of artistic practice
when challenged by an urban context, the art
project “The better the coffee, the longer the
queue” looked into the mechanism of past and
present public spaces in Savamala. Established
Serbian artists Nina Todorović and Pedrag
Terzić researched into former or still existing “kafanas”, the very popular coffee houses
which not only connect Austrian-Hungarian
culture with the ottoman, but, at the same
time, are seminal parts of traditional as well as
contemporary political, social, and economic
culture of Belgrade.

The “Roma House”, a real life structure which in
everday life houses the Roma architect´s family of six in Belgrade, was made of old boards,
windows, tires, batteries.

Built inside Savamala “Magacin” gallery space,
it now represents the formidable, locally used
low tech building tradition as art work.

Boban/ Branislav Nikolić – “Magacin” gallery, KM 10					

Nina Todorović/Pedrag Tercić: “The better the coffee, the longer the queue” – KM8 		

Foto: Miloš Mitrović @Goethe-Institut

Foto: Miloš Mitrović @Goethe-Institut

diSTRUKTURA – Milica Milićević and Milan Bosnić: Savamala: Psychogeography in the Hart of the City – Magacin gallery
Foto: Miloš Mitrović @Goethe-Institut
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The local diSTRUKTURA project, initiated by
Third Belgrade Urban Incubator project and
exhibited at nearby “Magacin” gallery, re-constructed a map of Savamala as the artists followed the favorite paths and places of people
living in and enjoying the neighbourhood.

Another big resource the Urban Incubator
project created can be seen in action by walking the smaller office spaces of projects. The
“Crowdsourcing a city vision” project of NextHamburg, aptly localizing as Nextsavamala,
sees young activists and students as the local
contact point who, from scratch, activated
local communities, schools, neighbourhoods,
and even the busy inner city shopping district
of Knez Mihailova:

Boba Stanić/Maja Popović: A Model for Savamala 					

Filled with the impressions of Savamala community spirit, talks and actions, at the end
everyone found their way to Brankov Bridge
gallery, where the “Modell for Savamala” was
presented for the first time - the result of more
than two years research and inquiry into the
people´s way of living in the quarter, of Japanese technology, and architectural expertise
from Amsterdam, Novi Sad, and Belgrade.

Foto: Miloš Mitrović @Goethe-Institut

A huge storage of people´s knowledge and
archive data, the unusual and translucent layers allow a new perspective and insight into
the Savamala geography, history, stories, and
day-and-night use – a tribute to the cultural
memory of the city quarter and their inhabitants as much as the basis for future investment
and improvement.

14

By being active in projects, participating in as
much as being the audience of many of the
actions, talks and debate, of the other projects,
they built and shared their new and possibly
formative experience: learning-by-doing, leading hands-on project work, familiarizing with
new international concepts and approaches
were often only two sides of the same coin.
Knowledge transfer, best practice project management and communication, thus, has been

Students/Project participants from Belgrade, Hamburg, and Sofia		

capacity building has been a more than welcome side effect, for some projects like the
MediaLab/Art School Savamala initiatives even
the central focus for educational programmes.

Foto: Miloš Mitrović @Goethe-Institut

crucial for a “next generation” of the future
shakers and makers – a new platform and possible “mental spaces” bearing fruit for citizens
as well as the planners, experts, politicians of
the future.

Students, and, most active, too, the GoetheGuerilla, young people who have been engaging with the Goethe-Institut Belgrade since
2010, were present as project managers, “local
scouts”, choir conductors, writers and translaters, sound engineers and composers, or data
researchers.

15
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How to learn from the Urban Incubator Programme Year 2013?
Initiating participation and local engagement,
however, is never easy. “It is about empathy and trust, which, in Serbian society due
to many reasons is lacking,” explained Ivan
Kucina, project author and expert on “informal
architecture” and “participatory urbanism”. As
could be seen with the community living in
Crnogorska 5, where Kucina´s “School of Urban
Practices” project offered assistance to jointly
plan a community space – and, when participation was very low, indeed, just started

Likewise, it might take time beyond one programme year only for other projects, too,
however strategically planned and actually
performed. In many respects, the Urban Incubator and their individual projects have, generally, succeeded. In a joint debate about the
strengths and weaknesses of the Urban Incubator initiative, many participants and observers felt that people in the neighbourhood have
been sincerely involved, and in return accepted the new ways of cooperation, coordination,

November 14th, 2013, Nextsavamala – Crowdsourcing a Citizens´ Vision: Expert Check, KC Grad

The goal of raising the awareness of Savamala
in the Serbian capital Belgrade and beyond,
to highlight the individual project approaches
and how Savamala may culturally “re-invent
itself” – and, perhaps, other city-quarters of
Belgrade and beyond as well, was very much

July 2013 - C5 (Crnogorska 5): School of Urban Practices 				

out clearing the court yard - the project didn´t
succeed in breaking the barriers between the
neighbours of the apartment block. Not the
“planner and builder” architect, but the “mediator” architect and urbanist will be required
now, that the neighbours – after a near complete break-down in communication – suddenly seem to be talking to each other, again.

Foto: Nebojša Vasić @Goethe-Institut

and the clear message sent out. Participants,
like the Friends of Savamala association, many
people from the area, neighbours to the new
project spaces appreciated that the many cultural activists are dealing with their own issues,
involving them in doing something in their
own time, respecting their way of living and
doing things, making their voices heard – and
some of them being asked and made to talk
about their city quarter for the first time.

16

Foto: Miloš Mitrović @Goethe-Institut

achieved through intensive media communication and coverage, even in prime-time TV,
by youTube channels or blogs generated and
ready-made for the “cut-and-paste” Serbian
media practice by the Urban Incubator team.

Serbian National Television, RTS, channel 1,
reports in the Lunchtime News about Urban
Incubator: Belgrade, duration 1‘46‘‘,

Serbian National Television RTS 2, channel
2, educational program, duration 4‘, 28. 06.
2013

17
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Especially a RTS digital special programme put
Savamala and the Urban Incubator: Belgrade
on the global map of urban debate when, after
the conclusion of the Urban Incubator programme year 2013, they connected via video
channel with Sao Paolo and Munich. All day,
national TV and Radio station RTS announced
the evening´s live TV-transmission spanning
the continents. “Here is Belgrade”, the local
host, Zoran Stojanilovic, announced from the
Serbian European Song Contest studio - and
the video signal from RTS was clearly received
in Sao Paolo, Brazil, and Bayrischer Rundfunk
in Munich, Germany, simultaneously. And RTS
1 radio covered the two hours´ TV event, thus
reaching out to an even larger Serbian audience.

Via trailer, images of Brankov Bridge, bomb
damaged Belgrade office buildings, were
transmitted worldwide – along with the former majestic bank building “Geozavod”, or the
investor´s ruin of the Spanish House as the
landmarks for the architectural heritage of
Savamala.

better than top-down mega plans that have
been put into some drawers decade by decade”.
“It might be more difficult to manage a city
than a nation state”, the renowned Munich
sociologist Prof. Armin Nassehi suggested and
opened a debate on the responsibilities of
politicians and city management. While the
post-socialist Belgrade rather experienced
informal city development, the German urban
planner, Prof. Sophie Wolfrum, on the Munich panel, insisted on the functions of city
planning proper: “Without central amenities
such as sewage, water, and electricity, neighbourhoods would not be functional for their
citizens and they would simply leave.”
According to Urban Incubator: Belgrade
panelist Ivan Kucina, RTS has brought up and
important pubic issue: “To my memory, such
an urbane debate has never ever happened in
Serbia before.”
Of course, there was strong competition for
audience share as RTS1 covered Serbia playing the Czech Davis-Cup team in Belgrade
at the same time. Urban debate in a cultural
programme has not only to compete with the
European Song Contest. But still, from RTS
studio Kossutnjak: „12 Points for the Urban
Incubator in Belgrade, 12 points for Munich,
12 points for Sao Paolo.”

Other glimpses from Urban Incubator reclaimed spaces showed the new life in Savamala: students and participants of the Urban
Incubator projects and workshops about
participatory design and architecture or about
community building.

blog.goethe.de/urbanincubator - November 20th, 2013:
RTS digital puts Savamala on the global map of urban debate
17.11.2013
RTS Digital TV live transmission Belgrade – Sao Paolo – Munich
Studio Košutnjak, 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
“The Future of the Cities - who makes the cities?” - Goethe-Institut
RTS digital puts Savamala on the global map of
urban debate

The local architect and urbanist Ivan Kucina,
professor in Belgrade, guest professor in Tirana
and Dessau, Germany, talked to other experts
around the globe. The audiences in Munich,
Sao Paolo, and Belgrade were able to put their
questions and add their comments. In Belgrade and Munich, there was agreement about
the need to change the role of architects and
urban planners from “makers and builders” to
rather “mediators”.
Ivan Kucina, the author of the Urban Incubator
project “School of Urban Practices” and expert
on the “informal architecture” prevalent in
Belgrade, voted for more participation, as engaging with local residents of Belgrade might
show other options, “meeting the local needs

(Matthias Müller-Wieferig)

In a first local round, Tim Rieniets, architect
and urban planner, explained the main factors
responsible for the current state of Savamala.
The curator of the Urban Incubator: Belgrade,
from his two and a half years´ experience in
Belgrade, saw three main reasons for the neglect of Savamala: a more ideologically driven
city development in the previous decades,
when New Belgrade was the “Zeitgeist”, and
the former bourgeois Savamala rather not; the
dis-connection of Savamala through traffic
arteries cutting Savamala off; and, finally, the
financial crisis responsible for low private and
city investment.

All day, national TV and Radio station RTS announced the evening´s special programme:
“Here is Belgrade”, the local host, Zoran Stanojevic, announced from the RTS studio – the
same being used for the Serbian European
Song Contest transmission - and the video signal from RTS was clearly received in Sao Paolo,
Brazil, and Munich, Germany.
RTS 1 radio also covered the two hours´ TV
event, thus reaching out to an even larger Serbian audience.

18
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The Pavilion goes – the Urban Incubator stays

“There is an issue about duration of the Urban
Incubator,” Maja Lalic reminded in her feedback, “it would be a huge loss if the UI initiative
was a temporary one only”. In the WELTSTADT
Belgrade issue, the position of the GoetheInstitut was reflected:

17.11.2013 - Susie Vasović-Bohse, Goethe-Institut Belgrad: RTS studio, 73min. before going on air
Foto: Matthias Müller-Wieferig @Goethe-Institut

2012 - after the programme year 2013 appears
to be rather a disappointment – for many
reasons. Their aim was to identify local needs,
capacities and small-scale workshops, still
present in Savamala but largely dis-functional,
in order to establish 6-8 new product designs,
production and marketing facilities – sustainable ideas for “micro-factories” together within
the local working community.

“To conclude, there are many reasons, why
a cultural institution can make an important
and positive impact on the transformation of
a city quarter in crisis. However, we still need
to be self-critical and investigate the wider
consequences of our engagement. What
does it mean when the Goethe-Institut takes
over responsibility and invests cultural funds
in projects that are usually invested in other
ways? Is there a risk that the Goethe-Institut,
and all the artists and activists it has invited to
join the Urban Incubator: Belgrade, are playing
into the hands of other parties that may have
other and even contrary interests to our own?
These are questions that have to be asked, not
only by us, but by the other cultural institutions that are also currently entering the urban
arena.” (Dr. Matthias Müller-Wieferig, The Role
of Cultural Institutions in Contemporary Urban
Development, in: WELTSTADT Belgrad issue,
November 2013)

Although RaumlaborBerlin, in March 12013,
re-designed and renovated the then unused
shop-window space of Crnagorska 5 and
produced specimen furniture, the situation in
Savamala had already changed: In the meantime and parallel to the UIB project year 2013,
Savamala has seen a variety of local “micro-factories” coming to the once derelict and underdeveloped city quarter – including a vintage
bicycle repair and show-room, the proBikeshop, some small businesses like “Wurstplatz”
or the “Perron” culture center and club. Various temporary initiatives, for example – the
Remake-initiative during MIKSER festival – and
also several legal or informal club and disco
venues indicate the direction Savamala, for the
better or the worse, might take culturally and
economically as a future alternative tourism,
entertainment, and creative district. But, nevertheless, RaumlaborBerlin shaped the idea of an
independent, collaborative architects´ studio,
together with Ivan Kucina´s “School of Urban
Practices”.

Other remarks were, that not too many had
been reached by Urban Incubator initiatives,
especially not the workers´ community who,
from many other parts of Belgrade, come into
Savamala to run their small businesses. Some
of the citizens might not yet feel the public
space really belonging to them.

A Goethe-Institut WELTSTADT journal, supported by the Federal Government, put Belgrade
and Savamala centre stage. Monitoring urban
initiatives in cities as diverse as Ulan Bator, New
Delhi, Madrid, Lisbon or Sao Paolo, the launch

of the Belgrade issue opened up the conference debate to focus on topics such as participation, gentrification, and “performative
urbanism” and what to learn from the Urban
Incubator.
20

This looks promising, indeed, especially, as the
Urban Incubator or future initiatives need to
contribute, from local and international expertise, to create a new “entrepreneurship” which
is needed to develop Savamala beyond and
even buffer against the already mushrooming
new night-life and bars in Savamala, and which
is as well needed to make the Urban Incubator
initiative for Savamala more sustainable and
independent from international funding.

And, indeed, not all of the invited projects
could fulfil, within one year, their own goals
and the rather high ambitions, and expectations, of the Urban Incubator project. Especially one project aiming at establishing “microfactories” – an idea developed 2011/2012 and
highly prioritized in the selection procedure of
Urban Incubator project proposals in June
21
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Axel Timm, RaumlaborBerlin, Crnogorska 5, 21.3.2013					

Foto: Nebojša Vasić @Goethe-Institut

The future transformation of Savamala needs
the transformation of the Urban Incubator, too.
And there is a sound basis to it.

Many of the feedbacks and critical responses
over the concluding weekend were taken as
the starting point for looking into future perspectives of Savamala and the Urban Incubator concept: While there was consensus that
the pavilion in the Spanish House would go,
to make room for more light-weight, informal,
and low-budget ways of shelter for community gatherings and events, the UI will stay:
“The Urban Incubator, being an incubator,
has initiated and helped to raise a baby which
is a little more grown up toddler now. Now,
it only needs some assistance to walk free,
more independent, and find its own ways”, Dr.
Müller-Wieferig, project leader and director of
the Goethe-Institut summed up the need for
the UI to become sustainable, more self-reliant,
and free to try new ways.

For the next year, there is the firm basis of the
leased spaces from the municipality of Savski
Venac and the City of Belgrade; there is the
commitment of a majority of the Urban Incubator projects that will commit themselves to
continue and to round off their first initial period of activities. There are the many new facts
and data collected on Savamala, and the many
new friendships, relations, and networks which
were initiated over the year. Agreements with
Belgrade University Faculties of Architecture,
Fine Arts, or Cultural Management indicate
more ways of local and international education
programmes.

Tim Rieniets, Curator 2011-2013, and Dr. Matthias Müller-Wieferig, Goethe-Institut director and project lead
Foto: Selman Trtovac @Goethe-Institut

Urban Incubator, which, as a kind of trademark,
will continue the strategic goals of developing Savamala further by engaging the people,
their history, their “pride of the place”, and their
visions. Rather than a new “master plan”, further initiatives will hopefully follow up on the
Urban Incubator´s central focus that it is the
people themselves, the space at it was and is,
which would guide development and investment schemes taking care of today´s vacant
spaces and buildings in decay, knowing about
and caring for the local specific character of
people and buildings, and aiming at appreciating the aspirations of the locals. They already
now, living in a city quarter of neglect and decay, of traffic noise and insufficient infrastructure, are looking forward to a certainly bright
future of the neighbourhood.

There are most valuable and promising contacts and networks with institutions and authorities, with expert networks locally, nationally, and internationally.
And there is a new and remarkable visibility,
generated by the Urban Incubator communication, about the Savamala project which
considerably contributed to raising the awareness about the small Savamala and the city of
Belgrade situation within a bigger, even global
debate about the “Future of the Cities” and
who makes them. Together with the media in
Belgrade, our media partners and the great
experience, via the WELTSTADT Belgrade issue
which was launched just right in time, and a
RTS digital live broadcast to connect with an
urban debate in Sao Paolo and Munich, there is
a new awareness arising for Savamala, addressing the planners and decision makers on the
larger scale. The Urban Incubator activities and
the communication have firmly put Savamala
on a local, national, and even global map of
urban debate.

The Goethe-Institut will be partner to the
present initiatives under the Urban Incubator
umbrella, and to new initiatives and forms of
how to keep the cultural life and energy, the
new awareness for the potential of the city
quarter growing.

This looks like a very good basis to build on
and to continue with a new organization of the
22
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Timeline & Milestones 2010 -2013
Setting the Stage
Tim Rieniets, then architect and urbanist at
ETH Zurich, was appointed by the Central Office in Munich to design the temporary home
of the Goethe-Institut Belgrad.

Savamala before the Urban Incubator: Belgrade
•
•
•

“Eurocode 8”: Goethe-Institut Belgrad´s
first contact with Savamala (2010/11)
Involving Stakeholders, residents and local
experts (2011/2012)
“local scouts”: the Goethe-Guerilla project
(2010-2013)			

But when, in May 2011, yet another Eurocode
8-report permitted the Goethe-Institut to stay,
the idea of a “Goethe-Institut on the move”, the
option to define a long-term project for the regeneration of Savamala persisted.

Setting the stage for the Urban Incubator:
Belgrade
•
•
•
•
Nextsavamala – Crowdsourcing a Citizens´ Vision: School Yard Action			

Foto: Nebojša Vasić @Goethe-Institut

•

“However, further studies concluded that the
current premises of the Goethe-Institut are, in
fact, safe; the idea of temporary relocation had
become obsolete. But the idea of physical relocation then evolved into a vision of operative
relocation: Instead of moving our offices to Savamala, the Goethe-Institut –in collaboration
with Tim Rieniets– would move its cultural activities to Savamala, with an agenda to initiate
visible and sustainable urban change, through
cultural and social impulses. This was the moment that we, the Goethe-Institut Belgrad,
took up a role in urban development that was
rather new to us.” (Matthias Müller-Wieferig,
The Role of Cultural Institutions in Contemporary
Urban Development, in: WELTSTADT Belgrade
special issue, November 2013)

Re-Focussing “Eurocode 9” (2011/2012)
Preparing, planning and building the pavilion in the “Spanish House” (2012-2013)
Urban Incubator: Belgrade - Project proposals, selection and invitation(2012-2013)
Project of Excellence – Internal (GI) and
external fundraising campaign (2012-2013)
Launch of Programme Year 2013: March
22nd

How it all began
“Eurocode 8”
When, in 2010, the Goethe-Institut Belgrade
was looking for a temporary relocation, former
Goethe-Institut director Jutta Gehrig creatively
conceived the idea of a pavilion or a container
village to accomodate the Goethe-Institut.
When a derelict space in Savamala was offered
to her, the project “Eurocode 8” was born: according to German earthquake safety regulations, a two to three year´s evacuation of the
Goethe-Institut at Knez Mihailova would open
up a unique opportunity to focus the activities
of a prestigious and very much appreciated
inernational cultural institution in the Belgrade
downtown area of Savamala.
24
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After “Eurocode 8”: Re-focussing of Savamala project

By the end of 2011, a re-shaped and re-focused
project concept, the “Urban Incubator: Belgrade”, was conceived.

November 14th, 2011: First workshop on future cultural development idea for Savamala
Goethe-Institute (Host): Dr. Matthias MüllerWieferig
City Architect/Deputy Mayor Dejan Vasović
Belgrade 2020, President: AleksandarPeković
Milena Vukmirović, UrbanLAB
Dr. Aleksandra Djukić, Faculty of Architecture
Host: Dr. Matthias Müller-Wieferig
Ivan Lalić, MIKSER
Tim Rieniets, ETH Zürich:
Dejan Ubović, Kulturni Centra Grad (Sava Mala)
Marko Todorović, “Poligon”
Dobrica Veselinović, “Ministry of Space”, NGO
“The City authorities and our cultural partners
responded very positively when the Goethe-Institut
announced it would become engaged in Savamala:
“This is the right time and the right place”. Recognizing the value of the Goethe-Institut’s international
network of architects, artists, and initiatives from cities like Hamburg, Zurich, Amsterdam and, especially,
Berlin, local political leaders and other stakeholders
in return stated their interest in what we had to offer: “We very much need international impulses, to
get out of our own limited approaches, which we, in
Belgrade, tend to get stuck in”, the then deputy mayor
and City architect Dejan Vasović assured us.

by the state, city, and municipalities were unused.
All sorts of cultural and social initiatives had written
applications to the authorities requesting use of the
available spaces – most of them did not even get a
response or got lost in the bureaucratic jungle of institutions, agencies, and responsible persons.
“Why is it that a German cultural institution can start
such a large scale artistic intervention project”, they
asked at the conference, “where we could not over the
last few years?”
Thus, it was clear that we must learn how to take
advantage of the Goethe-Institut’s status as an
international organization, without offending the
local actors that we wanted to work with. When
the Cultural Centre Grad, the next-door neighbor
of the Spanish House ruin, learnt that the GoetheInstitut was interested to use the Spanish House
as a temporary pavilion structure, they quickly and
informally re-claimed the space between the buildings for a beer garden. MIKSER festival used our initiative to move their festival into Savamala the next
year. Now the new MIKSER House is another center
of cultural and creative activities in Savamala.

However, not being part of the existing local community of residents, planners, investors, or politicians was
actually the conceptual starting point of the Urban Incubator: Belgrade. The Urban Incubator would offer a
fresh approach, bringing new ideas and new partners
to Savamala. Introducing a renowned international
curator, international methods and [project] management, and innovative approaches to participatory
processes were also very much welcomed. […]
In our first public conference, preparing for the
Goethe-Institut’s engagement in Savamala, there was
a rather telling situation: One already active cultural
initiative, The Ministry of Spaces, had already identified all the derelict and unused public property in
Belgrade – the city’s cadaster records clearly indicated
which of the buildings and spaces that are owned

(Matthias Müller-Wieferig, The Role of Cultural Institutions in Contemporary Urban Developments, WELTSTADT
Belgrade special issue, November 2013)
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“Local scouts” – the Goethe-Guerilla (20102013 contd.)

Concept

One year project duration
All projects will be continuously active for the
period of one year. They will seek to engage in the
rhythms of the site. They will emerge and alter
with time, with local residents’ daily routines, with
events in the city, and with the change of the
seasons. It is not the final result of the project work
that is essential but the enduring involvement with
the site.

The Urban Incubator: Belgrade will involve at least
10 individual projects, each of which will be located in Savamala for a period of one year and will
meet the following criteria:
International and multidisciplinary
Projects from different disciplines, particularly
from the arts, architecture and social affairs, will be
implemented. As far as possible, half of the projects
will originate from international authors and half
from local authors.

Presence and transparency
All projects will be present in the public sphere
(e.g. visually, acoustically, programmatically and
through the attendance of project participants)
and open to residents of and visitors to Savamala.

Site specificity
All projects will be conceptualised especially for
this occasion and will be actively engaged in the
quarter (i.e. in its architecture, its public spaces, its
history, its residential population etc.). The quarter
is neither the subject nor stage of artistic examination, but instead it is the major concern of the
activities.

April 2012 - Goethe-Guerilla exploring Savamala: Stefan and Katarina 		

Since their foundation in 2010, Goethe-Guerilla
has been engaged with Savamala: in one of
their first projects, to be presented at the Long
Night of the Museums in 2011 at the GoetheInstitut Belgrad, they found the “boatpeople”
on the Sava shipwrecks and documented their
lives. Focusing their artistic interventions on
urban and public spaces, especially on Savamala in 2012, they, eventually, became the
“local scouts” for the Urban Incubator international projects invited to Savamala.

Each individual project will be equally directed at
residents, interested visitors and random passersby. In this way, cultural production, cultural mediation and the development of the quarter will
merge as a unified process. Together the projects
seek to generate a high density of events, encounters and mutations, creating a new urbanscape in
Savamala.
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In two programmes, supported by the EU-programme Youth in Action, Goethe-Guerilla met
in Germany and, in 2013, back in Savamala:
“Cultural Incubators” – young cultural activists,
focusing on their own urban context, from cities like Sarajevo, Budapest, Vilnius, Chemnitz,
Wolfenbüttel, and Belgrade.

Preparing, planning and building the pavilion in the “Spanish House” (20122013)

Re-locating the Goethe-Institut Belgrad (“Eurocode 8”) didn´t happen – but the idea of a
cultural center in Savamala, a pavilion or container village, persisted.

to be cleared asap – were declined by GoetheInstitut and Tim Rieniets, architect-curator.
In January, a first visit to explore the Spanish
House as option for a pavilion “structure within
the structure” – a temporary sculpture which
became the “Pavilion in the Spanish House”:

Initial offers for a vacant space near the bus
station, later a boat or pontons along River
Sava – and “shipwrecks” and their inhabitants

September 2013 – Youth-in-Action workshops and interventions, Spanish House/Savamala

Foto: Nebojša Vasić @Goethe-Institut

January 2012 - Dejan Ubović, KC Grad, Dr. Matthias Müller-Wieferig, Tomislav Djordjević, President of Savski Venac Municipality
Foto: Tim Rieniets @Goethe-Institut
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02-03/2013: Fortification of Spanish House façade					

2012 - Pavilion in the Spanish House – Rendering: Tim Rieniets, Nikola Banković, Architects
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Foto: Nebojša Vasić @Goethe-Institut
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Urban Incubator: Belgrade - Project proposals, selection and invitation (20122013)
The stage was set for the Urban Incubator, the
path open to invite local in international projects to come to Belgrade and to be part of a
long-term process which would introduce local
and international initiatives and approaches.

April 2013: Start of Construction – 200 t of PERI concrete formwork panels		

Once the conceptual framework by the curatorial leadership was established, project proposals were selected by a local and international
advisory board (March – June 2012).

Fotos: Nebojša Vasić @Goethe-Institut

Presentation of Project Applications and Selection June 25th, 2012 - Dr. Matthias Müller-Wieferig and Architect/Curator Tim Rieniets
Foto: Goethe-Institut

International and National Members of the Curatorial Board:
Tim Rieniets, ETH Zurich, Architect/Curator
Matthias Müller-Wieferig, Director GoetheInstitut Belgrad
Angelika Fitz, Urbanist, Curator, Vienna
Katja Assmann, Cultural Programme „Capital of
Culture Ruhr Area 2010“, Essen
Dejan Vasović, City Architect, Belgrade
May 6th, 2013 – Heliocentric Counterblast, Berlin: pre-opening of the Spanish House
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Tomislav Djordjević, President Savski Venac
Municipality
Dejan Ubović, Director KC Grad, Belgrade
Ivan Kucina, Urbanist, Architect, Faculty of
Architecture, University of Belgrade
Aleksandar Peković, President Initiative Capital
of Culture “Belgrade 2020”

Foto: Matthias Müller-Wieferig @Goethe-Institut
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In September 2012, all selected projects from
Hamburg, Berlin, Amsterdam, and Zurich were
invited to find “their” spaces, guided by the
President of the Savski Venac Municipality and
his First Assistant:

Project of Excellence – Internal (GI) and external fundraising campaign (20122013)

GI Budget 2013: guidelines to projects:
11/2012

By the end of 2012, the eventually approved
and invited projects were prepared and almost
ready to start:

Approval of Funds of Excellence Initiative, Goethe-Institut Head Quarter: 10.12.2012 (40%)

The Goethe-Institut had signed contracts with
the Municipality of Savski Venac and Dom
Omladine, representing the City of Belgrade,
for 5 hitherto unused spaces in Savamala now
available to the invited projects and - including
the Spanish House with a site-specific design
for a temporary pavilion - covering the spatial
demand of a network of individual projects
which, under the umbrella of Urban Incubator: Belgrade, would spread out over the urban
area of Savamala. Project partners had been
found, media partnerships initiated, budgets
allocated, and a fundraising campaign rolled
out until the actual start into the programme
year 2013 on March 22nd.

Re-focusing budget allocation:
•
•

Project contractual framework: 01-03/2013
Fundraising Campaign - Partners and Sponsors: 11/2012 – 3/2013
•
•

Project of Excellence – Internal (GI)and external fundraising campaign (09/2012-2013)
September 2012: Guided Tour – Invited Project authors looking for “their” spaces as offered by Savski Venac Municipality
Foto: Goethe-Institut

Press-Conference at the Goethe-Institut,
28.9.2012:

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
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Contract of Lease (12/2012)
Budget Contribution Savski Venac (fortification of SH façade – 03-05/2013)

All other spaces:

March 2012: first meeting Berlin
Invitation Urban Incubator and application
Project Funds: 05-10/2011
Approved: 10/2012 (40%)

•

4 Contracts of Lease (Savski Venac/Dom
Omladine) 12/2012-03/2013

Sponsorships and Media Partnerships
(Blic/24Sata, Politika, B92)

EU-Programme “Youth in Action”
•

Sponsoring guidelines: Core Projects –
02/2012
Applications to: Bosch, Allianz, proHelvetia,
Swiss/Dutch Embassies, TELENOR Srbja etc.
(ca. 30 appl. – 11/2012 – 06/2013)

Spanish House:

Application deadline: Initiative of Excellence Projects/GoetheInstitut Head Quarters, Munich – 15.9.2013

WELTSTADT Project (Goethe-Institut, Munich
& Ministry of Urbanism, Germany/Berlin):

“Goethe-Institut engages for Savamala”
(Blic, 29.9. 2012, September 2012)

Zurich, 12.12.2012: Tim Rieniets/M. MüllerWieferig
January 2013 (down-sizing project sizes
and budgets)

2012: Application (deadline 31.3.2012) –
Matching Funds approved
2013: Application (deadline 31.3.2013) –
Matching Funds approved

Partners and Sponsors 2013, plus Dutch Embassy, Partner to Model for Savamala 10/2013
- and other individual projects´partners
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Launch of Programme Year 2013:
March 22nd, 2013

Dr. Matthias Müller-Wieferig, Goethe-Institut Belgrad, Nemanja Perišić Petrovar, Director of Public Enterprise Commercial Savski Venac, Dejan Vasović, Belgrade City Architect 							
Fotos: Nebojša Vasić @Goethe-Institut
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22.3.2013 Opening Kraljevića Marka 8 – MediaLab/”We also Love the Art of Others”		
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Fotos: Nebojša Vasić @Goethe-Institut
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Friday, June 7. 2013

Focus Groups (SWOT Analysis + Open Debate)

„A Glow from within“ – a Magic Moment Opening Night of the Pavilion at the
Spanish House

Saturday, 16.11.2013, 11 a.m. – 1. p.m.
1. UIB Project Authors (Instituto Cervantes,
Knez Mihailova 30)
2. Partners and Stakeholders (Geozavod,
Savamala)

3. Media Partners and Communication Advisors (Savski Venac Business Center)
4. Residents and local experts in architecture and urban planning (14.11.2011, 7
p.m. – 11 p.m., KC Grad)

Workshop: “NextSavamala – Crowdsourcing a Citizens´ Vision: Expert Check”

Spanish House 								

The light went on inside the Spanish House,
centrally located in Savamala underneath
Branko´s Bridge at the Sava riverbank, at
around 21.30h. Softly shining from the inner
façade, the light painted the investor´s ruin all
in blue.

Foto: Nebojša Vasić ©Goethe-Institut

Architects Tim Rieniets, curator of the Urban
Incubator: Belgrade, and Nikola Banković designed three temporary pavilion boxes using
concrete formwork panels. 200 tons of material, never used for contemporary design before,
were set up by PERI-company within 13 days.

November 14th, 2013
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Foto: Miloš Mitrović @Goethe-Institut
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Focus Group 1 - UIB project authors

Turning strengths into opportunities

16.11.2013 - Instituto Cervantes
Moderators: Tim Rieniets, Axel Humpert

Eliminating weaknesses/Turning weaknesses into opportunities

•

•

Participants:
Ivan Kucina (School of Urban Practices), Marjetica Potrč and Tessa Zettel (Savamala - A Place for Making), Dobrica
Veselinović (Bureau Savamala), Maja Popović and Boba Stanić (A Model for Savamala), Axel Humpert (UIB Co-Curator,
Camenzind), Tim Rieniets (UIB Curator, Spanish House), Julian Petrin and Cynthia Wagner (Nextsavamala), Selman
Trtovac (We also love the Art of Others), Valerian Maly, Klara Schilliger and Cyrill Lim (Slušaj Savamala!)

		
Strengths					
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

creating networks
educational (prof./public)
participatory
self-awareness
institutional representation
learning from “guests”
Naivity
Goethe-Guerilla
being independent
central venue
scale of UIB
social/human focus

Weaknesses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

lack of local knowledge
too much institutional representation
no balance between local and
international projects
wrong expectations regarding official cooperation
wrong expectation regarding local
support
central venue not as expected
lack of hands-on projects
lack of critical attitude
lack of political engagement

•
•
•
•
•

keep spaces/appropriate
space
keep/improve pavilion
improve public space
create job opportunities
establish a cooperative
prolong (2014)

Using strengths to minimize risks

Eliminating weaknesses/Turning weaknesses into strengths

•

•

•
•
•
•

orienting projects towards
neigh-bourhood people
requirements
networks
education
be more inclusive / communicative
get self-sustainable

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

connecting top-down and
bottom-up
creating a new sense of
publicity
strengthen citizens’ initiatives
creating a sense of responsibility
enable people to have a
critical opinion
synergies between projects
and other actors
place making
valorization
self-sustainability

FOCUS GROUP:

•
•
•
•
•

no win-win between neighbourhood and projects
being utilized by others
working as exclusive projects
commercialization
reluctance
valorization (commercial)

WHAT DO YOU EXPECT FOR SAVAMALA?
OPPORTUNITIES

a
RISKS

b
SWOT-Analysis in focus groups
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HOW DO YOU JUDGE THE PROJECT URBAN INCUBATOR?
STRENGTHS

Threats/Risks for future Savamala
re-developement		
•

•

lower institutional presence
operate with short project
phases

SAVAMALA AND THE URBAN INCUBATOR:
AN EVALUATION

PARTICIPANTS:

Opportunities		
						

•
•
•

engage neighbourhood
manager/”spokesman”
write a manual
improve central venue
improve participation

WEAKNESSES

1

2

HOW CAN STRENGTHS BE TURNED INTO
OPPORTUNITIES FOR SAVAMALA?

HOW CAN WEAKNESSES BE ELIMINATED
AND/OR TURNED INTO OPPORTUNITIES?

HOW CAN STRENGTHS BE USED TO
MINIMIZE RISKS FOR SAVAMALA?

HOW CAN WEAKNESSES BE ELIMINATED
AND/OR TURNED INTO STRENGTHS?

a/1

b/1

a/2

b/2
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Focus Group 2 - Partners and stakeholders
16.11.2013 - Geozavod, Savamala
Moderators: Dr. Matthias Müller-Wieferig, Nikola Marković

Opportunities		
						
•
•

Participants:
Tomislav Đjorđjević (Architect, former President of the Municipality Savski Venac), Nemanja Petrović (Assistant of the
President of the Municipality of Savski Venac), Milena Šešić-Dragičević (Professor at the Faculty of Dramatic Arts), Maja
Lalić (Art director of Mikser Festival), Ralph Van Der Zijden (iBike), Srđan Tunić (Art Historian, Curator)

•
•
•

		
Strengths					
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

connecting cultural activities in
Savamala
claim the spaces and locations
in Savamala
UIB came in time to initiate
changes of property
network developed
visibility
new projects and international
perspectives
inclusion of Citizens: participation, co-operation, consensus,
credibility, respect
clear message to the City of
Belgrade
UIB as a hub for all other initiatives
cultural highlight
peak of international recognition
role model for re-vitalization
vision of artistic and cultural
development of a quarter
building on what is there rather
than trying to make it brand
new
capacity-building.
data-archive open others

Weaknesses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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duration: one year only = loss to
community
wish for an after-life: offices,
spaces
doubts about inclusion of general public and creating public
space
only art projects
no real progress
low impact
lack of links with officials opinion/decision makers/future
stakeholders
lack of initiatives from inhabitants etc.
lack of capacity building on the
community/locals
low impact outside the arts field
low capacity building for new
“entrepreneurship”
low level of inter-generational
engagement
lack of sustainability if still
dependent on international /
foreign funds
more need to raise the neighbouhood image!

•
•

•
•
•

localness= key factor for changes/self-respect
Urban Laboratory: bottom up
instead of masterplan/ mega
development (“Belgrade at the
water”)
Goethe-Institut´s future role: assistance/coordination of initiatives
to open up for projects other
than art and culture
to open data material and archive
collected
to found and assist other Associations for continuation and
sustainabiliy
lobbying with City and decision
makers, local urban planning
authorities - collect all cultural
memories and what people need
more visible initiatives rather
than low impact projects
better public opinion in media/
press about
Local and general city public
debates.

Threats/Risks for future Savamala
re-developement		
Goethe-Institut
• withdrawal from Savamala
• threat of UIB excluding new, local
initiatives
Savamala
• collected memories might get
lost
• gentrification might set in
• a balance has to be found between needs and preservation of
the old
• big investment plans could oversee the local qualities of the area.
• ongoing political support for bad
traffic solutions
• mono-culture of clubs and new
bars
• infrastructure problems and
decay
• railway transport of toxic material through SM
• Savamala citizens: no part in traffic/public space decision making
in the City
• Savamala seems still to be forgotten

Turning strengths into opportunities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

need to hand over Urban Incubator to locals
GI/UIB assistance to define “gentrification” in Savamala today
continuation of UIB
new legal status as NGO
establishment of Data collection:
depot or archive
discover “hidden” tourism opportunities
use visibility, communication, and
network against big plans “Belgrade on the Water”

•
•
•
•
•
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capacity building for mulitpliers/
place/quarter Management:
new branding for Savamala
international lobbying (i.e. Global
Habitat Debate etc.)
movement of young people protests, public events
UIB as crucial partner now to
keep things going
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Focus Group 3 - Media and Communication
16.11.2013 - Geozavod, Savamala
Moderators: Dr. Matthias Müller-Wieferig, Nikola Marković

Turning strengths into opportunities

Eliminating weaknesses/Turning weaknesses into opportunities

•

•

Participants:
Tamara Marković (Mikser Association, PR), Ana Čarapina (Municipality Savski Venac, PR), Nataša Pavlović (DANAS daily),
Ivana Jovanović (SEE Times, Cultural Online Magazine), Majda Banjanović (Happy TV, private broadcasting services with
national coverage), Nataša Stojković (PROFIT Magazine), Nenad Pribak (Independent Journalist, RTS Radio Televizijone
Srbije)

		
Strengths					
•
•

•

•

good, approachable, constant
and simple content for promotion
international aspect of the project which develops expectation
and hopes among all the relevant
audiences (residents, politicians)
positive, engaging, entertaining project topics within the
UI:Belgrade which are interesting
for the wider audience which is
therefore easier engaged then
Visibility! Savamala’s reputation
has already been developed

•

•

•
•

•

Very narrow circle of people is actually interested in Savamala and its topics,
therefore: same limited interest with media
representatives! Journalists who are personally interested in Savamala will report,
but still - they are few
weak budgets for communication content
creation…important since journalists today
in Serbia report by copy/paste from press
content as pre-generated
low interest among media.
Independent UI:Belgrade facebook page is
a MUST! Created content could be placed
better and target audiences better reached
with much higher efficiency
lack of communication with project stakeholders such as Municipality, City of Belgrade etc. weekly newsletter e.g.
complex ownership structure among Savamala’s properties which is slowing down
almost all the processes

Opportunities		
					

Threats/Risks for future Savamala
re-developement		

•

•

•
•

•

by building personal and tight
relations with media and other
stakeholders engaged within
Savamala
further work on wider promotion
with engaging content because
promotion will generate pressure
on decision makers and officials

Weaknesses

•

networking through the already
engaged people in Savamala
new partners/new projects
more of healthy commercialization of some projects/healthy
investments

•

by active networking with
new people who recognize the present initiatives,
goals, people and the
energy already existing in
Savamala
by using digital communication channels more
frequently and more efficiently such as facebook,
twitter, instagram etc.
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Using strengths to minimize risks

Eliminating weaknesses/Turning weaknesses into strengths

•

•

•

by constant and loud
promotion of the mutual
Savamala re-vitalization
messages with which all
the active entities in Savamala (Mikser, KC Grad etc.)
agree
by transparent investment
processes where active
Savamala entities will lead
the demand for transparency and take an active
role in these processes

•
•

•

Social structure of Savamala is changing
due to the square meter prize increase,
local residents selling their property and
moving to other parts of town
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more International experts to be
engaged within different projects
which will cooperate with locals
and hand over the knowledge and
experiences which will be used by
locals in further actions and initiatves in Savamala
exchange on wider international
level
This will make additional preasure
onto polititians and decision makers and therefore they will need to
act
budgets to be increased for
promotion and communication
in general, usable content and
placement

Urban Incubator: Belgrade
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Project Evaluation

2. Results

Indicators for the assessment of Urban Incubator: Belgrade
The evaluation indicators were answered by the project authors of the following projects:
A Model for Savamala, Camenzind, Goethe-Guerilla, Nextsavamala, Savamala Design Studio, School of
Urban Practices, Slušaj Savamala!, We also love the Art of Others

A Model for Savamala

Camenzind

Goethe-Guerilla

Nextsavamala

Savamala Design
Studio (J. Fezer)

The main result is a
physical 3D model (research, design, cutting,
installation, database) of
Savamala Area

3 issues Camenzind
goes Savamala 2013, a
vinyl recorded composition based on the
sounds of the Spanish
House made by Robin
The Fog, a little booklet
about Florian Graf’s
workshop in September, lots of little interviews on our website,
etc…

The results of our
research are numerous creative actions,
interviews, workshops,
exhibitions, performances
and networking - “EU
program: Youth in Action
“, collaboration with The
Toolkit Project (Župa
Sounds)

Nextsavamala
Report on projects
formed out of the
visions and ideas
collected throughout the year, questions and answers
about how to realize
those projects in
Savamala

The main result was
a set of furnitures
we designed and
build together and
for a Roma family in
Savamala

Savamala Design Studio (M. Potrč)

School of Urban Prac-

Slušaj Savamala!

We also love the

Two spaces in Savamala
re-claimed 1. Studio KM8
at Kraljevica Marka 8 and
2. Župa boat are activated as places for workshops and gatherings.
Both spaces will remain
in use by Savamala community after we leave.
1. KM 8 - an association
of local people become
caretakers. 2. Zupa boat
is shared space for worskhops and gatherings.
Local
partners form a crew
to create a Community
Center used by the
neighbourhood.

1- students interview
residents using the
special questionnaire in
order to create group
profile. Interviewers
sought to detect what
people couldn’t or
didn’t know how to
articulate – such as
unfulfilled wishes, motivations, triggers and
symbolic capital.
2 – group profile on the
basis of the questionnaire: a unique, complex personality
3-3D cardboard models:
basic elements of the
program used to seek
agreement about the
project among the
students and then
between the students
and the residents.

I. Activities & Results
1. Project’s dealing with Savamala
A Model for Savamala

Camenzind

Goethe-Guerilla

Nextsavamala

Savamala Design
Studio (J. Fezer)

Savamala area with
the following research
categories:
•
Urban and architectural research
•
Historical research
•
Social/economical
research
•
Journalstic research

Production of our
architecture magazine
Camenzind and with
workshops which
engaged mostly serbian
students and graduates from different
fields (architecture, art,
scenography, landscape
architecture, history,
economy, etc…)

The Goethe-Guerillas
have been very active in
Savamala for two consecutive years. In this period
of time, we have established strong connections
with the local community
and the residents through
many creative actions.
Depending on the ideas,
the focus of these actions
changes (social, artistic,
empirical, historical,
musical).

Crowdsourcing
visions and ideas
for Savamala 2050
via online platform
and in workshops
and other events in
Savamala and the
center of Belgrade

Local Research, OnSite Studio, Design
project in cooperation with residents
(I/2013)

Savamala Design Studio (M. Potrč)

School of Urban Prac-

Slušaj Savamala!

We also love the

II/2013: “Design for the
Living World” residency,
Sept.15 - November
18 2013, main focus:
sharing
skills and knowledge
with Savamala people,
in order to create shared
space in two locations,
Studio KM8 and Zupa
boat.
Cross-disciplinary and
cross-national project
work.
Empirical: Workshops,
interviews, public
discussions. Workshops:
cooking, clay, sound,
craft, social
games; gatherings, etc.

Project “C5” by the
School of Urban Practices transforms the ruined
basement and courtyard
of the building at the
street Crnogorska 5 into
a common space for
the residents. Original
participatory design
method that is applied redirects creative
process into negotiation, not only between
students and residents
but among the students
themselves, among the
residents themselves
and then between architects and the residents
on one side, and official
institutions on the other.

Art of Others

tices
Project formats: musical,
concerts, journalistic /
artistic (radio savamala),
social interaction

Fine Art, empirical,
conceptual, historical

tices

Art of Others
concerts, performance
art, exhibitions, installations, broadcasts, workshops, sound & text works
@ Hub12, magacin,
KCGrad, different locations of other UIB projects
and networking and
integration with local and
foreign institutes and
people

23 programmes:
exhibitions, lectures,
performances and
happenings in the
public space

II. Revaluation of property
1. Revalued in course of the project
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A Model for Savamala

Camenzind

Goethe-Guerilla

Nextsavamala

Savamala Design
Studio (J. Fezer)

No

Our project room in
Kraljevića Marka 8
(space 1)

No

Gavrila Principa 2a

A.) Studio Kraljevića
Marka 8 (room 3)
B.) Backyard Hut of a
Savamala Family
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Urban Incubator: Belgrade
Savamala Design Studio (M. Potrč)

School of Urban Prac-

cf. to “results”: 1. KM 8; 2.
Župa and to Jesko Fezer

Project room in
Crnogorska nr 5 has
been used for the
workshop and for the
meetings with residents. Courtyard was
cleaned and used for
meetings.

Urban Incubator: Belgrade
Slušaj Savamala!

tices

We also love the
Art of Others

No

Gallery at Kraljevića
Marka 8 (room 2)

Savamala Design Studio (M. Potrč)

School of Urban Prac-

Workshops, public gatherings, public discussions, interviews

Interviews with
residents from 17 apartments in Crnbogorska
5. Workshop with 5 of
them

A Model for Savamala

Camenzind

Goethe-Guerilla

Nextsavamala

Savamala Design
Studio (J. Fezer)

Nothing

2 local architects: design of the workspace
(low budget). Camenzind - Goethe-Institut
(Nikola Marković) coordination: electrical
installations in all rooms
of KM 8.

Nothing

electric installations,
new keys, portable
heating

A.) Insert of a modified Greenhouse
as mobile working
space
B.) New Bed, Sofa,
Desk, Shelves, Table,
Sideboard, Chairs

Savamala Design Studio (M. Potrč)

School of Urban Prac-

Slušaj Savamala!

cf. to Jesko Fezer

Workshop in Crnogorska 5 has been reconstructed by Raumlabor
with whom we share
the space. SUP done
additional cleaning.

We also love the
Art of Others

tices

Workshops and
lectures

Nothing

New door, new
electric installations
and painting the
walls (few times)
and wooden floor

Goethe-Guerilla

Nextsavamala

Savamala Design
Studio (J. Fezer)

At the beginning of the
project : group of ca.
25 participants which
took part in all 4 events.
Four part time assistantsfrom beginning to end
(presentation)

appr. 30

appr. 100 participants

appr. 700 participants at local
events, more than
800 facebook fans

7 residents (1 family)

Savamala Design Studio (M. Potrč)

School of Urban Prac-

Slušaj Savamala!

We also love the

Public discussions and
gatherings: 400 people.
Participants in workshops: 150 people.

12 students, 5 residents, and 5 students
from the group of
Marjetica Potrc
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postcards, online via
nextsavamala.org
and on facebook,
workshops, city
actions, Belgrade
Book Fair, Knez
Mihailova Belgrade
“High Street”, social
games etc.

2000

Goethe-Guerilla

Nextsavamala

Savamala Design
Studio (J. Fezer)

•

No

No

Elementary School,
design students,
University of
Belgrade (Fac. of
Architecture)

No

Savamala Design Studio (M. Potrč)

School of Urban Prac-

Slušaj Savamala!

We also love the

“Lovers of Savamala”
association, School of Urban Practices, Faculty of
Architecture, Savamala
Model UI, Goethe Guerilla UI, Third Belgrade
UI, Academy of Applied
Arts, Center for Interdisciplinary Studies the
University of Arts
Belgrade, Belgrade Film
Academy, Laboratory of
Acoustics at the School
of Electrical Engineering,
etc.

Faculty of Architecture
University of Belgrade,
Residents´ Council of
Crnogorska 5

•

Workshops with international students,
interviews with Savamala
residents, performances
with professional musicians, collaboration with
the other UI projects
(Nextsavamala, Savamala
Design Studio etc.)
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Camenzind

1. Nature of participation of people outside the UIB in the project
Nextsavamala

Art of Others

A Model for Savamala

•

Goethe-Guerilla

tices

3. Involvement of local institutions

III. Participation and the public

Participants of our
workshops

workshops, performance
art, broadcasts, concerts,
project week with students of Bern University
of Arts, interviews

Camenzind

•

Over past 8 months:
three workshops and
one model-making
master class (led by Kaita
Shinagawa and Studio
KU+, Amsterdam)

Art of Others

A Model for Savamala

•

Camenzind

tices

We also love the

2. Total number of participants

2. Taken measures for revaluation

A Model for Savamala

Slušaj Savamala!

Savamala Design
Studio (J. Fezer)
Collective Design
and building of interior and furniture

•

University of
Belgrade, Faculty of
Architecture
Municipality of
Savski venac
Embassy of the
Netherlands, Belgrade
City Archive Belgrade
Institution for Heritage Protection
ETH Zurich

Art of Others

tices
Nova Akademija Beograd, NOFM.rs, Hub12
Gallery, Magacin Gallery,
KCGrad, Bern University
of Arts, GRUBB, Rpoint,
House of Electronic Arts
Basel, Werkraum Warteck
PP, Klanggestalter GmbH,
Choir Svetonazori, Embassy of Switzerland
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Faculty of Fine Arts,
University of Arts,
Other artists run
associations

Urban Incubator: Belgrade

Urban Incubator: Belgrade

4. Nature of local institution’s involvement

IV. Sustainability and transfer of knowledge

A Model for Savamala

Camenzind

Goethe-Guerilla

Nextsavamala

Savamala Design
Studio (J. Fezer)

1. Number of people working in the project

UoB:Students involvement, fin. support,
Embassy NL: fin. support,
Municipality Savski
venac: Source E21 of
information,
ETH Zurich: Research
material,
City archive and Heritage institute: Source of
information

No

No

workshop participation and online
vision posting

No

A Model for Savamala

Camenzind

Goethe-Guerilla

Nextsavamala

Savamala Design
Studio (J. Fezer)

2 project leader
4 assistants
ca. 25 workshop participants

7 editors of Camenzind

appr. 10 (GG 3rd generation + 10 (former generation of GG)

11

19

Savamala Design Studio (M. Potrč)

School of Urban Prac-

Slušaj Savamala!

We also love the

Savamala Design Studio (M. Potrč)

School of Urban Prac-

Core group Design for
the Living World: 17

13 students + 1 resident
+ 5 students

Workshops, public talks
and discussions, public
gatherings, etc.

through participatory
method

Slušaj Savamala!

tices

We also love the
Art of Others

participating in & supporting workshops,
concerts, broadcasts,
exhibitions, performance
art + invited artists

tices

Art of Others
12

34

Collaborators: 150 Visitors: 250

invited artists,
participation in programs. University of
the Arts: volunteers
and trainees

2. International project members
5. Approx. number of reached audience (excl. generated media outreach/print and electronic media coverage
national/international)
A Model for Savamala

Camenzind

Goethe-Guerilla

Nextsavamala

Savamala Design
Studio (J. Fezer)

4 workshops/masterclass: no audience - public presentation Brankov
Gallery: appr. 300 (Nov
16) - public presentation
Goethe-Institut: appr.
5000 - 20.000 (Nov 17 Dec 31)

Belgrade events: Salons,
workshops, launches
of magazine, audience
appr. 500, copies 3x500
+ downloads pdf from
blog.urbanincubator

appr. 500

appr. 1500
(online and offline)
appr. 2000 contacts between the
Savamala scouts
and inhabitants
(workshops, ping
pong and city actions, Belgrade Book
Fair)

No

School of Urban Prac-

Slušaj Savamala!

Savamala Design Studio (M. Potrč)
Public events: appr. 400
audience
(i.e. appr. 50 for Skype
public conversation
Belgrade - Berlin,
The Citizen Art Days,
Oct.1. Zimnica I, Oct.20,
Župa boat, 70 audience.

tices
20

We also love the
Art of Others

appr. 300
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Over 10.000 audience

A Model for Savamala

Camenzind

Goethe-Guerilla

Nextsavamala

Savamala Design
Studio (J. Fezer)

6 (~20%)

1 Serbian, 4 German, 1
Canadian, 1 British

None

6

4

Savamala Design Studio (M. Potrč)

School of Urban Prac-

Slušaj Savamala!

We also love the

within core group
Design for the Living
World: 14

5

tices

Art of Others
6

6

3. Serbian project members
A Model for Savamala

Camenzind

Goethe-Guerilla

Nextsavamala

Savamala Design
Studio (J. Fezer)

80%

1

10

5

1

Savamala Design Studio (M. Potrč)

School of Urban Prac-

Slušaj Savamala!

We also love the

within core group: 3
Local collaborators: 130

14

tices

Art of Others
6

28
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4. Measures for a continuation of the project in 2014
A Model for Savamala

Camenzind

Goethe-Guerilla

Nextsavamala

Savamala Design
Studio (J. Fezer)

1. Only one third of the
model is finished (due
to the budget 2013).
2. Plans to continue in
2014 and complete the
project.
3. Working methodology
allows four assistants
from Belgrade to complete the project.
4. Fundraising campaign/new partners
(Board of Tourism et. al.)

The local guest editor
and the international
team will continue the
work on the magazine
in 2014. Funding unclear yet

The Goethe-Guerilla
Project is a part of the
Goethe-Institute cultural
programme and is currently preparing for
the continuation of the
project focussing on
Savamala in 2014 (selecting new GG members,
preparing team building
and workshops: knowledge transfer)

1. Creating the Nextsavamala Report
(and the first version
of the Citizens’
Vision) 2. Future
cooperation with
Faculty of Architecture (Agreement
FoA - NextHamburg
- Goethe-Institut
Belgrad

Internal documentation and evaluation
to get practical
knowledge for further design support
projects.

Savamala Design Studio (M. Potrč)

School of Urban Prac-

Slušaj Savamala!

We also love the

Studio KM8:
•
forming of Association KM8
•
space for workshops
and gatherings
•
shared space organized and managed
by Association KM8
•
community-oriented program

Art of Others

tices
Acitivities C5 to be
continued: organization of and invitations
for further meetings
students - residents C5

Initiation of continuation of “Radio Savamala”
through integration of
interested people during
the foundation of the
radio and connection of
people and mediation between different possible
parties who could be able
take over the radio.

The project continues throughout
2014 with the
sub-project “New
Collection”.

5. Measures that have to be taken to enable an independent continuation of the project
A Model for Savamala

Camenzind

Goethe-Guerilla

Nextsavamala

Savamala Design
Studio (J. Fezer)

Project is a physical model, with clear
research methodology,
production routine and
devoted team of experts.
Given that, continuation
/ finalization depending
on funding.
Therefore, project development in 2014 depends
on projected UI budget
for 2014 and additional
sponsorships

Funding!

cf. to 4

Answer all questions
for future urban development projects
which were defined
by the citizens

It would be neccessary to institutionalize the public
design support
programme, which
would afford financial ressources and
the involvement of
local professionals.

Savamala Design Studio (M. Potrč)

School of Urban Prac-

Slušaj Savamala!

We also love the

Studio KM8:
Association Studio KM8 share space, workin with
Savamala residents. Recommendation: to work
closely with an Advisory
Board, incl. Goethe- Institut, etc., dito.: Župa
Boat Community Center
as a shared space, a new
form of public space

Continual meetings of
the resident council in
order to come to agreement about project
continuation

tices

Perspectives of the Urban Incubator: Belgrade
– Internal discussion with guests
November 17th, 2013, 10:30 a.m. – 1:30 p.m.
Moderation: Tim Rieniets, Axel Humpert

In an internal debate about the future of the
Urban Incubator, on the basis of the project
evaluations and reports, the achievements and
short-comings of the project year 2013, there
were important issues raised: What about the
continuation and commitment of individual
projects to stay on in Savamala and round off
their work started? If and how to keep and best
use the spaces – including the Spanish House
and Kraljevića Marka 8 - rented by the GoetheInstitut Belgrad from City of Belgrade/Dom
Omladine and Savski Venac Municipality for the
Urban Incubator project serving as the “hubs”
of cultural activities in Savamala? How to assist
projects and initiatives, established and new
ones, local and international, to make the Urban
Incubator initiative a sustainable one? And how
to transform the Urban Incubator as an

important umbrella for future initiatives, if
needed, as a “registered trademark”, “brand”,
“logo” and keep to the corporate identity of the
Urban Incubator, true to its direction and goals?
How to find a financial basis for future work
and initiatives? How could the Goethe-Institut earmarking a budget for 2014, although much
smaller – assist in coordinating, communicating, and co-financing a basis for sustainable,
self-sufficient projects in Savamala? And how
can the Urban Incubator idea culturally and
artistically contribute to a city-quarter re-development, possibly even multiply and reach out
beyond Savamala and Belgrade?
Some of the most important contributions to
the debate are documented below, abbreviated
and edited for the sake of readability.

Art of Others
cf. Conclusion of Programme Year 2013 - Conference, Perspectives

Cooperation with
the Ministry of
Culture of Republic
of Serbia and with
the Secretariat
for Culture of the
City of Belgrade as
well as with other
external (European)
partners.
Valerian Maly and Selman Trtovac at the Conclusion of the UIB– Programme year 2013 Conference
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Foto: Selman Trtovac @Goethe-Institut
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Perspectives of the Urban Incubator: Belgrade – Internal discussion with guests

Valerian Maly (Slušaj Savamala): We will not continue this project, but I can only answer for myself.
And there will be a lot of change for sure. I will continue, personally. We are not able to support the
project because we have to secure our ensemble
financially, but still I am also interested in continuing this radio station in Savamala. But therefore, we
have to see the local situation. […]

November 17th, 2013, 10:30 a.m. – 1:30 p.m.

Axel Humpert (Camenzind, Co-Curator): Yesterday, we talked a lot about the future of the Urban
Incubator, and now, most of the projects – which is
very interesting - are here again to discuss: How do
we transport the idea of the Urban Incubator minus the mistakes we did in the last year into 2014?

Savamala for educational, social, and historical
research.
Julian Petrin (Nextsavamala): As I said in my
presentation some days before, we feel kind of an
obligation, because things turned out a bit differently than we thought. One thing is that we work
on the results now to create a report of what we
did, the contents report. But also to go deeper into
certain topics would be the idea for next year. And
another nice thought was that all of your projects
had contact with some of the communities here,
and we would move to a new level in with our
crowd-sourcing, when we make your contents
accessible also for the community via the Nextsavamala platform which we were trying to maintain.
I have also to say that we have to check how high
we can fly next year because we put kind of ten
thousand Euros extra money into the projects from
our other office funds, to bring out our report. So
we cannot proceed with this kind of non-profit
commitment in the same way. But we will also try
to keep the space. We will also try to keep Ilija and
Katarina, who were employed in a way for months
with us and still work a lot with us. And the space
also remains as a gallery, because we found out,
by our work in the last two months, that we got
this trust to the space and knew what was happening and what this is about. So it would be a pity to
close it all down.

I know from several projects that they are going to
stay and continue their work, no matter if it’s within
the Urban Incubator or not. I think it’s really important that we unite under one umbrella like the
Urban Incubator. Otherwise we are just a collection
of small, little projects that don’t have, let’s say, a
common guideline., That means that no one would
take us serious within the stakeholder’s dimension,
and we would lose the chance to influence a couple of people, not only the residents but also some
other partners in the city in Savamala, to really
change something.
I think it’s important that we do this together, otherwise it’s just nice little projects spread out over
Savamala. And I know that Nextsavamala is going
to stay for sure at least until next spring.. I know
that Camenzind will stay because we already have
even articles for the next issue, which all have been
translated. And we’ll also do a fifth issue. I know
that the HfbK Hamburg students already work on
ideas and we already have a project proposition as
I got a letter from the students, how they want to
use the space in Kraljevića Marka 8. That was actually the first one that came in and I really enjoyed
reading it. What I’m the most interested in is who
of the other projects will stay here, continuing and
how?

Axel Humpert: Tim just said something that is important, that it would be difficult if someone wants
to keep the spaces, and then there is always the
danger that some budgets don’t come – and that
we keep the spaces but no one is inside. So this is a
big problem.

Selman Trtovac (We also love the Art of Others):
Well, it’s already clear that we will continue for
sure, using the space in Kraljevića Marka 8. And our
contribution next year will be mostly to work with
the whole students of the Art Academies which are
using Savamala as an artistic field, or even political
field. And then, there is the “New Collection” project, which relates to the [“Old Collection”] of the
Museum of Contemporary Art on the other side of
River Sava, which has been closed for eight years
now. It’s a three phase project: First workshops and
discussions, then a production phase, and in the
end there will be a big exhibition end of next year.
So it will be a project with students, who will use

Julian Petrin: So we have to find out for ourselves
how much money can we surely put into our work
next year. We have to do our 20%. Now this is a
thing we have to do among our, my partners in
Hamburg to decide “OK, how much can we put into
the project as a secure funding?” And I hope that
this is enough for having Katarina and Ilija, who
both committed to be available for the project, that
they can at least organize temporary events in this
space.

Marjetica Potrč (HfbK Hamburg): I asked my
students whether they would be interested to
continue and they said yes. They think it is really
interesting to actually being part of it, because
like what we did this year we did a lot of research,
getting contact to some of the boats. To continue
next year, there would be a different situation.
Since we already started the process transferring
the two spaces – the studio in Kraljevića Marka 8
and also the Župa boat - to the local community, it
would be an incredible chance to take this second
step. What I should say is also that students did a
publication, fortunately they made a few copies so
Goethe-Institut has one and some of you have also
a copy. We would have the publication printed in
Hamburg and share it with you.

Maja Popović (A Model for Savamala): For us, for
“A Model for Savamala”, we would like to continue.
Our first part of the Savamala area is ready, but we
can see, that most of it is not yet finished. The people who work with us on the model and methodology are very young. Today, I am leaving the country
and Belgrade, but I know that Boba will move back
and forward for this project to continue because
he can simply continue the research with students.
So that is the very positive thing Boba wants to do
so. Something else that we want to start when, let’s
say, two weeks to use the model, the part of the
model we already have, for talks around this area
that we analyzed and to invite the locals, to invite
Ivan and everyone who knows more about this
area to improve the model. That is for example our
first step. Another step, because I’m staying away
until February, is to start making plans for fundraising. […] for material so that we try to get money
so that we can continue and finish the whole area.
We think that is great that we have this model now,
and that it really looks impressive. For example, it
was only yesterday that we started talks with the
Touristic Organization of Belgrade, and that they
have some budget for 2014. What I want to say
is that when they see the product now, maybe it
will be easier to get their sponsorship. And that’s
what we are hoping for. The problematic part is the
space. So that is something that we need to discuss
today. Basically, that is the review for now.

Dobrica Veselinović (Bureau Savamala): I see the
future of our involvement in Savamala little bit not
just monitoring the Urban Incubator but monitoring the whole perspective or what is happening in
Savamala. So we will basically continue and monitor what is happening in Savamala. Regarding the
space, I think it’s not so necessary to us. I think then
it’s better to give the space [GP 2] to somebody
else who has the idea to use it in a better way.
Axel Humpert: We have talked to Jürgen Krusche
(Co-author Bureau Savamala, INURA Zurich) who is
unfortunately not here and is also part of this project. He mentioned that you are considering that
eventual observation of Savamala. We didn’t see as
much of the outcome of your project so far. But I
think there is a lot of knowledge that you collected.
Dobrica Veselinović: The final report will be out in
2014, after one year of research from March 2013 to
March 2014. What are the extent and the influence
of the Urban Incubator? Yes, we will continue to
do our monitoring process about what is happening and conclude something from it. And also we
will, with Phillip Klaus (Co-author Bureau Savamala,
INURA Zurich) organize a conference next year, and
one of the focuses will be Savamala. It is a network
of international urban researchers, and Phillip is the
secretary of that network, so in June of 2014 there
will be an annual review conference in Belgrade.

Boba Stanić (A Model for Savamala): There is one
more thing, because we issued the idea that the
model should be used. So like also for everybody
has to be clear “Let’s use the Model in any way you
can!” […] During the whole project we had lots
of situations that members of the other projects
approached us with questions about the project,
about Savamala, because we have been this big
research. So I mean this should be used. So somehow this combination that everybody likes the
building of the model and the usage of it should be
discussed.

Tim Rieniets (Curator, Spanish House): We all want
to add it’s a pity that Phillip isn’t here, that I think,
especially in your case it’s really important that
communication and sensibility of what you are doing is secured. I think it is really important that you
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Ivan Kucina: In the “School of Urban Practices”, we
are using this space [Crnogorska 5]. We are using it
pretty much for our own project [to build a community space with the residents of C5]. And there
are some signs from the residents´ side that they
also might continue, we would like also to keep
presence in that space for the purpose. It’s a very
interesting development, since we were building
there with them, and now they still meet there,
because they don’t have any other space for their
meetings and their own building concept. One of
the reasons why they didn´t talk to each other in
the past is that they didn’t have a place to meet. So,
they started to ask me and I was giving them a key,
maybe twice a month to use the space for internal
meetings. And these meetings became very important [...], they might come back to the original
idea of creating the common space underneath
the workshop space. So, one of the use of the space
would be to let them do their meetings there until
they decide to unite with us and to come back to
the original project.
So that’s just one thing. But also in case that they
plan not to stay there, I’d like to make that space a
unique space, which makes like almost 40 square
meters of space, and to put some tables and chairs
inside so the space could be used as some kind of
an agency for workshops and presentations and
meetings. And also as a kind of an office that can
serve for the neighbourhood in any kind of emergency in the sense that the residents might have
new ideas. So that space should stay alive. And yes,
of course, it could be shared with other groups...

make things accessible and visible. Otherwise it is
a bit useless if this critical view is not accessible. So
even in the presentations [on Friday] I didn’t really
see the results [of Bureau Savamala] most of which
wasn’t really new to me, to be honest, because
this is something you can easily observe if you are
here from time to time. [...] Maybe it’s because you
are not at the stage yet to really open up things
because you need more time for your observations at least until March. It would be really a great
wish to have this report and to have something in
between...
Dobrica Veselinović: As I said, it is out next year
in March. Because I think it takes time to collect
everything and figure everything out, and to have
some conclusion which will be valid.
Ivan Kucina (School of Urban Practice): We would
like to keep the space (Crnogorska 5). And I think I
can say also in the name of RaumlaborBerlin they
would like to extend their presence here in Savamala.
Matthias Müller-Wieferig (Goethe-Institut Belgrade, director): We have many other proposals to
use that space. Which brings me to the point that
[...] it would leave a bad impression in the public
if we keep spaces and don’t use them. If we even
need to open them for other perspectives, to other
projects, to other local initiatives, who want to be
part of Urban Incubator somehow. When we decided about seven core projects, it was altogether five
or six international ones which were selected, and
only one or two local projects. So we tried to have
a kind of balance between international and local
initiatives because we of course anticipated that
only inviting international and not giving spaces
and budges to local ones, would be a communication disaster at some point. So I just wanted to hear
- as we are debating the distribution of the spaces,
which are very precious to us.
And, actually, there are a few deadlines for the
contracts.. We might give up contracts of these
four spaces plus the Spanish House. Four of those
spaces, excluding Spanish House, we get for this
year, and there is an optional clause in our contract
to extend that for another year, and the deadline
for that is until the 30th of November. So we have
to be quick. For the Spanish House of course, that
is not that issue. We have got that until the end of
2015.

Axel Humpert: This is an important part, because
I say that a new concept for spaces is also sharing
them. And this is what we have practiced with our
space [KM8] already during the Urban Incubator.
Ivan Kucina: For the future, it’s just important for us
to communicate well. It doesn’t have to be through
the Goethe-Institut at all, but among ourselves that
we make our own schedules. I would like to mention, in the near future, two other projects will be
part of our faculty work, they are both related to
Savamala.
One project is a two-year project funded by the
European Commission, a collaboration between
Barcelona, Madrid and one institute for economic
and legal matters in Skopje. And in each city there
will be a one-case study and in our city it will be
about Savamala. The project is about creating a
web platform and a physical platform for citizen
participation in upgrading the public space.
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So the case study in Savamala will be the Riverbank which is just in front of the place. And there
are plans to do that project with the Savamala
Association of Citizens, that actually just got the
whole space in Gavrila Principa street from the
Municipality, it is about 250 square meters. They’re
just moving in. They have this annual cleaning of
the riverbank and I think we can mobilize them
for other things, starting with the cleaning. I did
this project on behalf of Mikser Association, which
is really important. I don’t find the boundaries
between the various entities and institutions active
in Savamala. For me it’s very important to create
connections, not to divide. And I feel myself as one
of the connectors.
Then, there is another project which will be happening only one week in May and for that project I
did the application with the “School of Urban Practices”, for the Balkan Art and Culture Foundation,
which is a part of European Cultural Foundation. So
we got some small money, and it’s a collaboration
with Tirana, a Polish University, the „School of Urban Practices“ and a network of young urban planning professionals, an international network, and
they organize their workshops around the world.
So we want to help them to organize the Balkan
series of networks. For this week in May, we work in
Tirana and Belgrade, a case study on Savamala.
So I think all of the projects that we are having
here, already are contributing a lot with their
materials. That will be part of the input, also with
the people who are here and who have new experience. We just have to find a way because this
project is actually just in the beginning.
What are the available fundings to bring them all
in? [...] So, to sum up, it will be really important that
we start now to think about how to create a new
budget distribution.

more. So we have to invest in doing that.
Tim Rieniets: Exactly, we have to invest maybe in
a kind of infrastructure that helps us to invest in
other things. But before we continue, I think there
is one more perspective we don’t know yet and
we should also know that before we continue this
discussion., that we have our guests from Athens
and from Skopje.
Juliane Stegner (Goethe-Institut Athens, regional
programme co-ordinator): First of all, I’m not in
the position to talk about regional budgets. This is
decided by the region and the regional directors.
And this is decided on the budget we will have
in the next year. So that’s not the reason why I’m
here. The reason why I’m here is, that I’m personally really interested in the project and that we, the
directors of the Goethe-Institutes in the region, are
thinking of focusing the topic of urbanism, changing forms of participation and so on for the next
three years. And we have to think about and to
decide how we will transform it in the work of each
institute in the region. We are working on it and a
meeting will be held in February in Berlin.
Secondly, please allow me to thank everybody. I
was really impressed by the presentations yesterday and by the discussion. I am very happy to have
the chance to be here, to see it. It’s much better if
you have the experience yourself, and the feeling
of the spaces, and to meet people and talk to them,
than any report you can get. And I think the Urban
Incubator can become a role model - but without
the possibility to transfer it to a different country
in the region. Such a huge project we are able to
do only once. But I think it’s very interesting to
see what parts of the Urban Incubator we can use,
adapt for another city. And I was really impressed
again, to say that, by the results of this project and
the connection with the international platform of
WELTSTADT - and also to talk to each of you and
exchange ideas. I think there are so many sustainable results we can’t even imagine at the moment.
Take the exchange of the students, the exchange
of knowledge, the experience of students to come
and see the situation, the research what you all
have done.
We did some similar projects in a very very small
scale in the public space. For Athens, I was thinking
of not to re-invent the Urban Incubator but, may
be, to invite some experts for just a discussion.

Tim Rieniets: Well, I disagree since we do have the
resources, the spaces, which is great, and there is a
very limited amount of money that is available - I
think it’s not about distribution, it is more about
thinking of alternative concepts. ...
Ivan Kucina: Maybe we should really pay some
budgets to make good applications because from
2014, the new program agenda of European Commission is coming for cultural programmes. You
have 2014-2020 programmes – and we have the
Urban Incubator topic which is very much in line
with the new EU topic of „New forms of participation“. This is one of the targets, and there are budgets about 300.000 Euros per project and even
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Thomas Diekhaus (Goethe-Institut Skopje, director): I’m Thomas Diekhaus from Skopje, the director
of the Goethe-Institut over there. First, we want to
congratulate everybody on this wonderful project.
I’m here, actually, to see myself what is going on.
I’ve heard about the Urban Incubator and I’ve read
about it and we discussed this in Skopje as well. To
see how it works in reality is something different.
And so, I’m as well very impressed. I don’t want
to dip too deep into what is possible in Skopje in
Macedonia, because I have to think about it now.
The impressions are quite fresh.
But what I see is first a debate how to implement
a kind of brand. And the Urban Incubator can be a
brand, a regional brand for projects dealing with
public spaces, with interventions into abandoned
and neglected spaces in cities. Creative projects,
artistic projects in this field under the roof of
Goethe-Institut and Urban Incubator can be a kind
of certificate, one kind of quality stamp. So, in this
framework, I can imagine to join in.

ferent goals and they are not clear which side they
are on. You cannot be neutral in this situation. You
are either on this side or the other side.[...]
So these are my thoughts I had during my time
here. I got a lot of ideas, I got a lot of inspiration,
but I don’t know what we can use from this. The
idea with the brand and the pools of ideas can be
one solution for us.
Aris Kaligiros (Goethe-Institut Thessaloniki, programme coordinator): I am Aris Kaligiros from the
Goethe-Institut Thessaloniki and I am here with a
group of journalists and an art historian from Thessaloniki. It was quite exciting for us to be here and
see the whole project Urban Incubator, especially
for the Goethe-Institut in Thessaloniki, because
we have been focusing in the last three years on
matters such as creative economies and creative
industries. [...] I don’t know if it is a coincidence
that we have been focusing on that since the crisis
started in Greece, but we really believe that we see
a future in this kind of creative industry. I think the
most important thing I’ve heard yesterday and also
today was to make the Urban Incubator some kind
of a brand, to multiply the idea, in Belgrade, and
also in Thessaloniki or Athens. Yesterday, we heard
about WELTSTADT and the other cities and I think it
is an opportunity to create a network and to work
in this field together. So we’ve seen a lot and we’ve
talked to interesting people. And we’ve seen some
interesting projects and we will bring them back to
Thessaloniki. So let’s see how we can continue in
the future.

From the Skopje perspective: first, we can, from the
budget of the Urban Incubator, pay our employees,
our places, our projects for a full year. Just to have
an idea what it means for us in the Goethe Institut
office Skopje to have 300.000 Euro. We had projects
as well on a very small scale in Skopje for instance,
marking abandoned places and having meetings
with NGOs in open spaces, and some projects with
musicians and so on... But these are all very small
pebbles of a mosaic - but to have a brand for this
and to say, this is as well a project of Urban Incubator or connected to that, can raise the visibility and
can help us to get more attention for that.

Tim Rieniets: I think it was important just to
understand what will be in Belgrade, what kind of
perspectives and possibilities there are. We can get
back now to solution finding and maybe we also
could get back to the fundraising. [...] That would
be my question to Matthias, if it is possible to use
project money from the Goethe-Institut for fundraising?

But what I cannot imagine, I have to mention that
as well, is the dimension of the project. We cannot
find a space in Skopje which we can equip like you
did with the Spanish House. For me it’s not imaginable. And on the other hand, everything you do
in the public space in Macedonia is connected to
politics. And you will be drawn immediately into
politics. And this is somehow dangerous for some
NGOs because either you are with the government
or you are against the government. There is no
way in between. You cannot say it’s just artistic, it’s
just a nice project to get attention or whatever …
it’s dangerous, because the media are controlled.
Everything you do in this area can be dangerous for
you. You are into politics then.

Matthias Müller-Wieferig: It is not about using
money but it’s using expertise and our network. We
don’t put money into fundraising campaigns, but
rather into communication. We are quite successful
in applying and getting EU- funding together with
our partners, where the Goethe-Institut is a signing
partner from an EU membership country Germany.

The third point is the movements in which I’m
involved in the NGOs. They have different aims, dif60

Tim Rieniets: EU funding is a really, really difficult
thing. So the people who are professional in this
here and your institute are using the support of the
Brussels institute to write an application like this. …

So we just have to understand if it’s good that for
example we create some kind of Urban Incubator NGO in each of the countries we are coming
from. And they could have different names, it could
be Urban Incubator Germany or Urban Incubator Switzerland, Serbia, Greece, Macedonia. Then,
we already have an infrastructure that is ready to
perform any kind of activities. I can imagine that.
And we don’t have to perform together all the
time. Some projects can only sometimes be part
of it [...] So this is what I mean by the networking.
And just regarding Serbia, for here you need three
people to establish an NGO and two of them could
be foreigners.

Matthias Müller-Wieferig: I’ve successfully processed two applications for the EU Youth in Action
programme…
Tim Rieniets: So these colleagues would help us?
Matthias Müller-Wieferig: That is possible, yes.
Sure. And that is the main approach if we talk to
partners „Please present us your project ideas and
if you need us as a German partner for EU applications, I might be able to help you to find out and
communicate it”. Sometimes, it is possible that we
cannot help because it’s not a cultural programme
or there are other procedures like deadlines etc. So
if applications would be written over the next year
we would be able to assist from the Goethe-Institut
for 2015. ...

Matthias Müller-Wieferig: I just wanted to confirm,
whenever we need us together we need to find a
form how to do that. And whenever we find that
we better move alone, we have to find support of
course - among the Goethe-Institut as an institution, sometimes among people, because they have
a specific nationality, We have to find out who can
apply or if initiatives together can form an NGO.
We now have the Spanish House. Župa, Spanish House, KC Grad together as a cultural unified
complex along the riverbank of Savamala. Is there
a NGO who would take over as a local initiative?
Any kind of concept that would take over Župa?
We have a timeframe till the end of 2015 to come
up with some ideas, how to pass over the Spanish House from ownership of the Goethe-Institut
to some other initiatives. There might be a call for
proposals of the municipality and the best application would win … and that might be different
initiatives.
At the moment, I see nothing happening. Once the
pavilion will go, the Goethe-Institut will not use the
Spanish House anymore. So we have to talk about
perspectives of the Spanish House and we have to
find either entities or initiatives, with the GoetheInstitut still in the background.

Tim Rieniets: I think of course everybody here
has to have a kind of perspective, also budget
wise, even if you don’t know if you’re successful
in fundraising. But we have to do what we can
do. This is an issue we also raised yesterday in the
discussion, that kind of institutional frame. Because
fundraising also has a legal dimension, and I think
also a kind of psychological dimension, and in
marketing, too. So how can we address the public
and other official partners? I think, at least we have
to talk about, if it does make sense to walk in the
same institutional framework as we did with the
Goethe-Institut so far, or if other alternatives will
open other perspectives also regarding our idea of
sustainability or to be self-sustainable. ...
Ivan Kucina: Can I suggest something to talk
about? I think we’ve done different grants with
many different stages. For some grants you can
apply by yourself, but for these big ones that we
need, they always have to have partners. Between
the partners, between the countries inside the EU
and outside the EU, there are special grants for only
countries that are joining the EU. It is also stimulated to have local and regional partners, and partners with some other country from the EU. So there
are very different modes of operation. Therefore,
we need to be ready to perform in any of these
modes. It means that we have to be very flexible.
We also have to be multiply. Therefore, we can also
establish some independent NGOs.

Angelika Fitz (WELTSTADT, curator): I think we
can’t talk about this before we don’t solve this „wequestion“ a little bit more. Who is „we“? Is it still a
Goethe project, is it an NGO, independent association? And if it is an NGO - I don’t know if it’ would
be possible [...] I mean, the label has been created
by Goethe-Institut, it has been created by Tim. Of
course, there is a certain copyright and that could
also be shared. This could be a problem, but we
need to speak it out. I think it’s very important.
And then, having this central Urban Incubator as an
NGO sounds like a very nice idea. But I really want
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to be very pragmatic and very realistic. There are a
lot of cultural actors with their own brands. There
is Camenzind, there is Nextsavamala, there are
artists groups. Then their projects and applications
of course would also act in their own name. This is
very complicated like taking a brand collectively
with nobody really in charge of it. And I think it
won’t work just like this - this is a really utopian fantasy. I think if we don’t discuss that now and all the
questions dealing with it will not be done, I would
mean to work, like work for the own brand and
then you have to do the work again for the common brand. To find a model for that is crucial - and
you have to talk about this before talking about the
Spanish House and how to use that.

structure that is already there somehow [...] At least
we have a small budget from the Goethe-Institut
and we could use the money to keep the space,
paying the electricity and paying a little to international guests, who come in for a panel or are part of
a curatorial team.

Tim Rieniets: I think we here in Belgrade have a
good chance to form whatever like an NGO or an
association because we do have our own networks
and we do know each other and there is a certain
trust, I would say, and a certain idea what we want.
So I do see the possibility that some people or a
kind of core group would be able to maintain this.
We do have this common idea about what we are
doing and that we can do better, whether it’s here
in Belgrade or somewhere else. I think there is a
chance to transform the Urban Incubator, or whatever it will be called, from this Goethe project into
something else. ...

Tim Rieniets: What you want to say is why don’t we
just dismantle the thing and then have 2.000 Euros
more a month?

Ivan Kucina: Regarding the Spanish House... it
didn’t become the place it was imagined in the
beginning. There are many reasons for that. It was
built in the end with the opportunities you had.
Maybe building it in another way would have been
better, because in this way it’s unusable almost 6
months in a year. So in that matter it’s an unsustainable project. We are actually paying 2.000 Euros ...

Ivan Kucina: Yes. This is money, you know – bring
back the formwork elements, but keep the Spanish
House as a public space.
Tim Rieniets: I would just like to say, I am the
architect and of course it’s my baby, but I’m not
really sensitive about it. I was just happy to see it
once in my life because this weekend was the first
opportunity for me to really see it. But of course,
it’s a temporally building, and it also costs a lot of
money. And of course it makes perfectly sense to
give away the elements again. There is, just to put
it on the table, an intermediate solution: There are
these three boxes inside and you can also get rid
of two of them and then just leave one if this is
needed.

Axel Humpert: I just think, it’s an Incubator so
things have to move as well again. It’s a basic
structure for me, and it has always been a basic
structure, and for me it’s not necessary that every
project that was here during this year stays. I think
it’s actually quite necessary to leave. And if you are
sustainable, and I could imagine Camenzind does
it without the Urban Incubator in Belgrade, we just
continue our work, we don’t need the Urban Incubator, we really don’t. And we would make space
for some other initiatives.
So I believe that the Urban Incubator can help different initiatives to grow. Like to start initiatives, deliver the structure and space because we have the
structure, we have spaces and all these initiatives
that come out of the Incubator. Eventually, they will
either stay in this network or not. But as soon as
we integrate them into a certain network with the
same way of thinking, with similar goals, for me this
is the Urban Incubator. But this also needs management to create a structure, if it’s spatial or social or
whatever. It needs newsletters, it needs a website,
it needs a call for participants.
I think we should talk about how to create this

Axel Humpert: [...] I think this is something that the
Goethe-Institut can continue to do, providing the
structure and run the website with one or two people. [...] I think the structure could be run on a very
low level in terms of one or two people, like Nikola
and someone else.
Juliane Stegner: From my point of view, when we
are talking about the Goethe-Institut we have to
talk on different levels. One level is what has happened here in Belgrade. And the second level of
discussion is how it will continue. I wanted to ask
you: What would be your wish? ...
Tim Rieniets: First of all, I think, like Axel said, that
it makes perfectly sense that the Urban Incubator
helps initiatives to grow, and as part of it maybe
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projects come and go. We must enable them and
facilitate them to have a start. And of course it’s not
every project you can imagine. Of course there is a
certain idea and interest behind. I think this is also
something that could be multiply in some ways.
If the Goethe-Institut is able to do the website, to
facilitate and to offer some infrastructure, this is a
kind of relatively low investment for being part of a
very interesting and great project.

use the possibly available money to maintain this
roof.
Matthias Müller-Wieferig: Just to make that very
clear: the Goethe-Institut does not have to be part
of the future Urban Incubator. We are connected if
you need us as partners and we agree to be partners. But it is actually not necessarily part of the
Goethe-Institut work that we have to be part for
another year or for the future. But we can feel free
to define whenever it is part of Goethe. Being the
initiator of this project, I can support you. ...
But in a way, we really have to consider the options.
I feel very strongly about that Axel takes over, he’s
very much a “localized” person. He might be very
much aware of what the local potentials are, where
the local networks are for the future and how to
make the project independent. This sets free new
energies ...

Matthias Müller-Wieferig: We have been collecting ideas and mentioned some of these problems
and institutional and legal and incubating things.
I, from the very beginning felt, that we would need
an agreement today about how to proceed with
next steps. One of the ideas was to come up with
a new “bible” and to include in this bible as a kind
of “manual” how to actually multiply. For that, we
don’t have to exclude things, we should include as
many options as possible, in order to play another,
a new role of collecting and coordinating things.

Julian Petrin: I think the roof needs the GoetheInstitut. At least, for one more year to have this
strong institutional link is very important. Having
this institutional background as a big help, also the
local knowledge as a big help. So I wouldn’t feel
good if Goethe-Institut says “OK, do the roof, but
without us!”

Tim Rieniets: I want to add something: The word
“brand” came up several times today. It’s a kind of
difficult word, especially, I think, the English word,
because it sounds like a business, a corporate word.
I think it makes sense to protect the name, that’s
something we can really think of – but the project
was not about branding Savamala. I hope that this
is very clear. It was a project that was very much
working undercover. Of course there is a sort of
visibility, especially in Savamala itself, the visibility
was very modest. If we take our idea serious, the
brand is not a kind of marketing icon.

Ivan Kucina: Goethe-Institut should have a place
but not, as in the beginning, as the center. Now, it’s
about the network, supporting the structure. And
it depends on the power of the elements of the
structure. So somehow the Goethe-Institut has to
have a very important role. But in some other moments, some other parts will become more important. This is how the network works.

Matthias Müller-Wieferig: There is a corporate
identity going with the Urban Incubator, and for
this kind of identity there are many important
decisions to be taken about the visibility and the
character of a project.

Tim Rieniets: For today, we can come to some conclusions. Of course, we will need to come to some
final conclusions. Do we have the conclusions you
need, all the information and the perspectives you
need to know how to proceed?

Julian Petrin: We will try to bring our project home
now, the first round. And then we will think about
how we will proceed about Nextsavamala. The
Urban Incubator in this moment is not a brand for
me. It’s a roof, it’s a possible roof. We only proceed
if we feel part of something bigger than we are.
Because we from Hamburg, even if we have “local
scouts” here, we will not be able to manage such
a project from Hamburg without such a roof that
connects the dots. For me, it’s not only a question
about branding, it’s a question about building up
this roof, which has this small organizational framework. And I would say it’s an excellent proposal to

Matthias Müller-Wieferig: I would appreciate to
get a clear message from every one of you. My
message is very clear: The Urban Incubator 2013
was a huge success beyond expectations. And for
2014, we will find a very new perspective on the
good basis we created this year.
Tim Rieniets: For me it’s clear, and this is what we
did - I wouldn’t call it a bible, I wouldn’t even call it
a menu: But as a kind of archive of our experiences
and maybe also some advice and some ideas how
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to do things better ...

We all have to strengthen ourselves to be able to
become a partner of Goethe-Institut. At the moment we are not.

Axel Humpert: Fact is, that we have at this point
not enough money to continue from the GoetheInstitut as we did in 2013.

Axel Humpert: I would like to go on together with
the Goethe-Institut, if it’s possible and if Matthias
agrees to be part of it. He said it’s difficult to run a
website sometimes, but anyways, just if it’s possible
I would like to continue. Erase some mistakes, get
local teams into the Urban Incubator by creating
this basic structure, infrastructure and also helping
to widen the network that acts in favour of Belgrade and Savamala. At the moment we’ve got one
big bubble, which is the Goethe-Institut, and I think
it would be nice to create more bigger bubbles. ...

Maja Popović: The spaces are kept, but for example how the spaces are kept that’s the question. A
very good idea is that at least it would be possible
to finance the spaces by the Goethe-Institut for
2014. At least the spaces are kept, that the facilities
are there from the Goethe-Institut and that can be
the basis for us to function. [...] And then we act
individually and find out individually how to get
fundings, and in that way, we have a chance to become independent. That Goethe-Institut follows us
with these basic facilities in 2014, which is heating,
which is internet, which is spaces. And the rest is up
to us, that’s somehow how we see it.

Media Resonance/ Coverage of the Conference “Conclusion of Programme Year 2013”
Glas Srbija, November 29th, 2013
“Uspešna godina projekta Urban Incubator:
Belgrade”

Tim Rieniets: [...] However we continue, we
shouldn’t forget about the motivation of the
whole project that we wanted to achieve which we
haven’t achieved yet. [...]This transformation from
the cultural project into whatever it is, association,
NGO, whatever, this is a kind of dry work. We need
to do some research, what it means, what it costs
etcetera. So there should be some people who are
willing to do this kind of work and who are interested and willing to participate.

Juliane Stegner: Well, you can turn it the other way
around, what do you want and how you can do it,
and not the Goethe-Institut will be the only one in
the end. …
Angelika Fitz: I am deeply impressed that everybody wants to continue, because that’s not normal
at all. I think it won’t be easy, but I think it’s amazing.

Matthias Müller-Wieferig: We did a lot of capacity building [...]. Nikola Marković, Milena Berić, and
then the student teams and Goethe-Guerilla - a
new generation and future generations. So there’s
a pool of capacities that will take different kinds of
direction and forms.

Ivan Kucina: I just wanted to say that this kind of
networking is not as mysterious as it looks like. It’s
not easy I think, we are already doing it most of the
time, just informal. Now we just have to formalize
it. In the network, again, there is no central point.
And that means that the Goethe-Institut is not the
center anymore, but it’s very important at the moment, I would say, as the agent in this networking.

Juliane Stegner: I think it’s essential that the local
projects and initiatives talk about their wishes and
what they have to do. Otherwise I think everybody
is waiting for some people to act.
...

“A successful year of the project Urban Incubator: Belgrade”
Belgrade. The programme year of the GoetheInstitut project has been concluded, and the
organizers, participants, and observers are
satisfied with the results and achievements.

has only just begun.”
At the recent conference presenting the results
of the last year´s Urban Incubator: Belgrade
project´s activities, Wieferig indicated that the
Urban Incubator needs to be transformed in
order to become sustainable, to act independently and freely for the development of new
forms and approaches.

Director of the Goethe-Institut and project
lead, Matthias Müller-Wieferig, points out, that
Savamala “is the most neglected, but at the
same time probably most valuable city-quarter
of Belgrade with great perspectives and potential for further development – a city-quarterreinvents itself – and a city-quarter re-generation
64

For the next year, he said, there is a firm basis
in the co-operation for renting the project
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the newly developing cultural life of Savamala.
She, like over 80 national and international
conference guests from Berlin, Munich, Vienna,
Amsterdam, Athens, Thessaloniki, and Skopje,
are “very much impressed” by the achievements.

spaces in Savski Venac Municipality and the
City of Belgrade, and there is a strong commitment of most of the projects which have been
active in the framework of the Urban Incubator: Belgrade to commit themselves to continue their activities initiated in the first year and
round them off.

POLITIKA, November 30th, 2013
“Iseljenje teških kamiona - Ključ urećenja
Savamale”

Local residents from all over Belgrade, it was
established, and especially from Savamala,
were involved in the project work and, in turn,
accepted the new forms of collaboration. In
the capacities of the young activists and students, they see the future of how to activate
the local community. “It is in this context, that
the Urban Incubator with its future initiatives
contributes more to a new “entrepreneurship”
which is needed in Savamala to not only develop a mushrooming nightlife, but to see the
cultural projects becoming more sustainable
and independent from international funding,”
is the conclusion of the conference.

One of the most visible results of the Urban
Incubator: Belgrade project is the physical
network of 5 conceptually and practically
connected and re-gained spaces in Savamala.
“Before, there were only dots on the cultural
map of Savamala. Now, the Urban Incubator:
Belgrade as an international initiative has connected these dots to a whole,” was one of the
feed-backs from the focus groups evaluating
the project.
The co-founder of MIKSER association, Maja
Lalic, thus appreciates the Urban Incubator
project as a new partner and strong acteur in

(English translation by Dr. Matthias Müller-Wieferig)

Ill.: Miona Zdravković - Faculty of Architecture Belgrade students´project: “Integralni urbani dizajn u regeneraciji Savamale”, mentors: Dr. Miloš Nenadović, Dr.-cand. Tatjana Mrđenović @Goethe-Institut

“Deflection of heavy goods traffic - Key to the
re-generation of Savamala”

This Tanjug agency report was covered by:

On this web-platform, citizens contributed
their ideas as a basis for the re-vitalization of
the historic cultural city quarter.

Visions of Belgrade citizens and residents of
the capital´s old city quarter o about the future
shape of Savamala indicate that after deflecting heavy traffic pedestrian zones, green
spaces, as well as areas for culture and entertainment could take over.

Glas javnosti:
http://www.glas-javnosti.rs/aktuelne-vesti/2013-11-29/uspesna-godina-projekta-urbanincubator-belgrade
Medias:
http://www.medias.rs/najnovije-vesti/savamala-na-zvucnoj-mapi-beograda/

According to the concept of “NextSavamala”,
three viable solutions will be, after detailed
analyses, printed as a blue book and presented
to the city authorities.

Karađjorđjeva Street as a pedestrian zone, a
marina on the right-hand banks of River Sava,
up the river from Branko Bridge, a large cultural center and an open-air theater – these are
some of the actions citizens deem necessary
in order to give back the former reputation as
one of the historic and cultural centers of the
capital.

24sata:
http://www.24sata.rs/vesti/beograd/vest/
savamala-na-zvucnoj-mapi-beograda/116186.
phtml

Diverse forms of actions were invented in
order to enable Belgrade and especially Savamala citizens to comment on their visions
for the re-generation of their city-quarter. The
proposals were divided into seven categories –
traffic, housing, economy, cultury, green zones
including public spaces, entertainment and
city-scape”, Katarina Nina Antanasković points
out, who, as a project assistant together with
Ilija Lazarević, was responsible for collection
the citizens´ visions.

These solutions are part of 180 proposals collected by the “NextSavamala” project team in
their campaign “Nextsavamala – Crowdsourcing a City vision”.
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self-organization, joint actions are seminal –
for example to jointly design a public green
space or the Sava riverside.

The project authors and the residents of
Savamala agree that the heavy traffic has to
be completely deflected or at least streets be
relieved from heavy traffic and public traffic infrastructure. One of the solutions, from
their perspective, would be the completion
of the Belgrade ring road, the completion of
the Zemun – Borča Danube bridge, and the
introduction of waterways transportation on
River Sava. “This perhaps could be the key to
all the categories and especially to the environmental qualities, including the renovation
of the facades of old buildings, and the introduction of green zones, sports fields, pedestrian walkways, open-air spaces for culture
and entertainment, galleries et al.. Because
that opens up new spaces”, says Katarina Nina
Antanasković.

“We not only want to analyze the proposals,
but we would also like to prompt the Savamala
residents to this form of initiative, without
which hardly any project can be finished,” says
Katarina Nina Antanasković.

DANAS, December 3rd, 2013
“Kraj prve faze projekta Urban Incubator u
Savamali - Nastaviće se...”

Selected citizens´ proposals:
• Creating public green spaces which will be
maintained be the residents
• Building of open-air sports fields
• Installation of an open-air cinema on
board one of the Sava ships – following the
example of a floating cinema set by Sava
Shipping Association (FJS) after the Second
World War
• Installation of gallery walls along Savamala
streets
• Building of a Students´ Hall in Savamala
• Green crossings of the railway tracks along
the riverside
• Constitution of a cultural district with a
variety of art content

Once all the ideas are double-checked, they
could be devided into two groups: one would
contain the large-scale infrastructure projects
such as traffic which would require considerable national or local public institutions and
their support. The other one are a group of
solutions which essentially require active citizens´ commitment and participation – where

(English translation by Dr. Matthias Müller-Wieferig)

“Conclusion of the Urban Incubator project´s
first phase in Savamala: to be continued”
the streets of Savamala.
Matthias Müller-Wieferig, project lead and
director of the Goethe-Institut pointed out that
now the projects, in order to become sustainable, need to become more free and independent.

In the last eight months, the derelict cityquarter of Savamala received national and
international visitors – artists, architects and
other creative people who, in their own ways,
contributed to the re-vitalization of this unfortunately depressed district. As previously
reported by this newspaper, these activities
happened in the framework of the GoetheInstitut “Urban Incubator: Belgrade” project.

All the project participants like the “Friends of
Savamala” association and many others who
observed the new activities in their neighbourhood pointed out that they very much appreciated so many cultural activities dealing with
their local problems and work, taking care of
their own way of life, and contributing to making their local voices heard.

From March until November, more than 74
events (exhibitions, workshops. concerts and
other activities), organized by as many as 11
invited creative projects whose authors and
participants were housed in rented spaces in
68
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The project initiators feel that the awareness of
Savamala has been raised, but that more decision makers have to be addressed.

midyear 2014, their complete report will be
published.
More interesting publications are expected
beginning of next year, among others of „Kamenzind“, a Swiss project for an architectural
magazine. Four Issues have been dedicated to
Belgrade and the city-quarter project, and a
collected volume of all issues, to be completed
by national and international contributions,

The residents of Savamala, however, are looking forward to a certainly bright future for their
district. On the website of “NextSavamala” they
themselves could present their own ideas of
how the see Savamala in the future.
Via their website, the “NextSavamala” project
announce their first results of “Crowdsourcing
the cititzens’ visions” for Savamala, and, until

will be published.
(English translation by Dr. Matthias Müller-Wieferig)

B92, November 16th, 2013
“Kako će se dalje razvijati Savamala?”

Urban Incubator: Belgrade Blog
November 21, 2013

Camenzind goes Belgrade
On Saturday November 16th the
editorial office of Camenzind goes
Belgrade” opened their doors to the
public, presenting the third issue of
their architectural magazine. The office space was rearranged to resemble a reading room in a library. The
visitors were invited to take a seat
and read through the many interesting articles covering issues from Public Space to the difficulties of obtaining a building permit in Belgrade.
The editors of Kamenzind will now
continue their work on the following issues keeping in mind that this
city needs a platform to debate and
critically reflect on recent and future
developments of the built environment.

B92, the Goethe-Institut Belgrad
media parnter of the Urban Incubator: Belgrade project, announces the conference “Conclusion of
Programme Year 2013”

(Axel Humpert)

Camenzind Launch in Kraljevića Marka 8
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November 21, 2013

Urban Incubator: Belgrade Blog
November 23, 2013

Branislav Nikolić “Roma House”
16.11.2013 – 04.12.2013
Magacin Gallery, Kraljevića Marka 4

Exhibition in Kraljevića Marka 8

			

Foto: Miloš Mitrović @Goethe-Institut

Nina Todorović/Predrag Terzić: “The better the coffee, the longer the queue”
16.11.2013 (–21.11.2013)
Kraljevića Marka 8
A MediaLab / “We also Love the Art of Others”
project within the Urban Incubator: Belgrade

Nina Todorović/Pedrag Terzić: “The better the
coffee, the longer the queue”
An artistic research into the “kafana” history of
Savamala - more than 90 coffee houses were
part of political, social, historical life of Belgrade.
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Architect Branislav Nikolić

			

Foto: Miloš Mitrović @Goethe-Institut

Respected Architects
Roma architect Boban lives in a house like
that with his family of six: old windows, doors,
boards, carpets, are livable and weatherproof,
especially if polythene sheets are available
and tires to prevent the roof to be blown by
the wind. Electricity comes from an old battery (plus), the minus comes from damp earth.
If the current gets weak, the children would
pee on the ground to rekindle the bulbs and
electric appliances.
In the small Roma community of Belgrade,
everthing is complicate. But in a slum settlement, everyone knows, who is an architect and
who deserves respect. Boban is one of them,
and - being asked in the documentary the Serbian artist Branislav Nikolic projects within the

house which now is in the Savamala gallery of
“Magacin” - how he does a house, his reply is
simple: “The board would tell me.”
Social, esthetic, artistic dimensions of city architecture take on new forms in minority situations, sometimes even dramatic ones: Boban
was the one the community – family, friends
- decided to replace Aca whom Branislav
Nikolic originally commissioned for the Roma
house project. Aca was, overnight and quiet to
his own surprise, imprisoned days before the
opening. The judge, charging him for copper
theft, was relentless and didn´t release him for
building the Roma house exhibit.
(Matthias Müller-Wieferig)
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Urban Incubator: Belgrade Blog
November 24, 2013

Urban Incubator: Belgrade Blog
November 25, 2013

In the limelight
Exhibition
16.11.2013 (- 22.12.2013)
Goethe-Institut Belgrad, Knez Mihailova 50

For citizens big and small, for planners, investors, or politicians the Model for Savamala
might serve as the basis for future investment
and improvement.

Japanese technology, architectural and model
building expertise from Amsterdam, Novi
Sad, and Belgrade – on Saturday afternoon “A
Modell for Savamala” was presented for the
first time.

From the gallery under Brankov Bridge where
the Model saw it debut, in full limelight of the
public and the media, the model has now taken up its future “nomad life”: Until Christmas, it
will be exhibited in the shop window gallery of
Goethe-Institut Belgrad in Belgrad High Street
Knez Mihailova. Next year, next station: the
Faculty of Architecture . . .

A huge storage of people´s knowledge and
archive data, the model allows – through a
translucent layer - a new perspective and
insight into Savamala. The geography, history,
and architecture on top, more information for
example on the day-and-night use, and stories
from the sound archive “Sound Map Savamala”
pay tribute to the cultural memory of the city
quarter.

(Matthias Müller-Wieferig)

WELTSTADT-Journal: Belgrade – “Perfomative Urbanism”
gentrification, and “performative urbanism”,
and what to learn from the Urban Incubator
programme year 2013.

Launch and Panel discussion:
WELTSTADT-Journal: Belgrade – “Performative
Urbanism”

The “WELTSTADT – Who creates the City?” project monitors 16 cities worldwide: From Bangalore, Curitiba and Sao Paolo to Milan, New York
and Ulan Bator.
WELTSTADT is a project by the Goethe-Institut
Central Office, Munich, and the Ministry of
Urban Development of Germany, Berlin, in
cooperation with the German Center for Architecture, Berlin, et al.

“What sort of city should be developed here?
Until now, basically no one in Belgrade has
been asking fundamental questions of this
kind.” (WELTSTADT correspondent Anna Hohler
in Belgrade)
The second issue of the Weltstadt newspaper,
launched at the Goethe-Institut Belgrad, deals
with The Urban Incubator: Belgrade, a project
supporting the re-vitalization of the now neglected Belgrade city-quarter of Savamala.

Maja Popović and Boba Stanić
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Foto: Miloš Mitrović @Goethe-Institut

The newspaper is available in English and
Serbian.

The launch of the Belgrade issue opened a
debate on topics such as participation,

(Matthias Müller-Wieferig)
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